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men several coordinate
systems are being used at one time in the analysis
of a problem, such as in the inertial
theory secti.on of this monograph, it
is cnnvenient to introduce
a special nntation
in order to prevent confusion
as to which system is being used to express a particular
vector.
In the
system is assigned a
notation
adopted in this monograph, each coordinate
number; such as 1, 2, 3... . When a vector or a component of a vector is
written,
a left superscript
appears before the symbol to designate the
coordinate
system in which it is eqressed.
For example, if a vector A is
expressed in terms of some coordinate
system named "2", it is expressed as

2

where a,

,

gr

and =g*are

unit

vectors

of coordinate

A transformation
between one coordinate
byT,bcd
where ab represents the number of
represents the number of the old coordinate
For example, the transformation
that
tion.
ponents of coordinate
system 11. to a vector
system 07 is written
as foll.ows:

Note that the matrix of the transformation
matrix of the new coordinate
system with

X

system 2.

system and another is represented
new coordinate
system and cd
system defined by the transformatakes a vector expressed in comexpressed in terms of coordinate

is merely the direction
cosj.ne
respect to the old system.

1.0

The purpose of this
discussion
of observation
boost and space vehicles.

STATEMENTOF THE PROBLEM

monograph is to present a comprehensive technical
theory and sensors applicable
to the navigation

of

consequences of impleNavigation measurements, which are the practical
mentation of observation
theory and sensors, involve complex physical
discussion ,of observaphenomena. It is thus a necessity that the technical
tion theory and sensors in this monograph requires the crossing
of the
boundaries of a number of technical
disciplines.
The major technical
disciplines involved are physical optics,
geometrical
optics,
electromagnetic
theory, classical
mechanics, geophysics,
noise theory and servo theory.
The
obvious impossibility
of providing
a thorough discussion
in each of the
technical
disciplines
involved has forced a critical
selection
of ,material
for inclusion
in the monograph. This selection
has required the enunciation
of the following
specific
objectives:
(1)

To develop quantitative
descriptions
of the physical processes
associated with quantitative
navigation
measurements; i.e.,
to
develop a thorough description
of the physics of the measurement processes,

(2)

To develop expressions for evaluation
of the biases
errors which affect the accuracies of the navigation
ment processes,

(3)

To develop the relationships
between navigation
observables
(measurements) and the vehicle state vector (position
and
velocity).

(4)

To present the solution
of the navigation
problem, i.e.,
the
determination
of past, present, and future values of the
vehicle state vector from a set of measurements, for the
simple case in which no redundant measurement information
is
present.

(5)

To discuss vehicle constraints
imposed by sensor requirements,
and criteria
for selecting
observables to be measured.

and random
measure-

The general objective,
of course, is the production
of a self-contained,
reference document for formulating,
analyzing,
and solving the practical
problems of navigation
measurements for boost and space vehicles.

2.0

STATE OF THE ART

The state of the art in observation
theory and sensors is defined here to
be composed of two kinds of information:
(1) the collection
of all known
physical laws and empirically
derived data associated with navigation
measureof all known techniques of analysis which may be
ments, and (2) th e collection
operationally
applied to the physical laws and empirically
derived data to
generate analytical
interrelationships
between physical
quantities
associated
with navigation
measurements,
The problem of selection
and organization
of the material
within this
It is an obvious impossibility
to present in
section has been difficult.
detail
the extensive collections
of physical laws, physical data, and analytical techniques associated with navigation
measurements within the one or two
hundred pages allocated
to this discussion.
The material
which has been developed and selected for presentation
here
is the result of seeking the best compromise between completeness of coverage
and the conciseness of the important derivations,
The emphasis in the presentation
is upon the interconnection
of physical theory with the navigation
navigation
techniques are
Although no "beyond the state-of-the-art"
process4
discussed,
the reader is, by way of example, provided with several modes for
developing the navigation
observation
theory from any set of physical laws
through the application
of analytical
techniques,
In Section 2.1 which follows,
a structure
of the physical
laws, physical
data, and techniques of analysis is presented which serves the dual. purpose
of providing
(1) a general framework into which the laws, data, and techniques
associated with navigation
measurements may be fitted;
and (2) a starting
point for the orderly sifting
of the huge bulk of subject matter related to
navigation
measurements, so that in the succeeding sections
the technical
discussions
may be concentrated
upon the really
significant
areas of observation theory and sensors,

2.1

CLASSIFICATION OF NAVIGATION ODSERVATIONSAND MF,ASLJRE$ENTS

Navigation
observations
and measurements are those parameters which
are quantitatively
related to the vehicle state vector,
i.e.,
position
and
velocity.
Hence, an operational
test as to whether any observation
or
measurement is potentially
a fkavigation
observation
or measurement" is
to determine whether the value of the measurement in question varies with
a variati.on
in the vehicle
state
vector.
If the value of the measurement
varies
with state vector variation,
the measurement in question is a
potential
navigation
observation
or measurement.
As an example, the
measurement of the angles between two stars in a vehicle in interplanetary
space is not a navigation
observation,
since for practical
purposes there
are no variations
of this angle with variations
of spacecraft
position
and
velocity
(aberration
measurements are considered beyond the state of the
art).
This defj.ni.tion
of a navigation
concept of "observabilitv" d in linear
of the form:

observatj.on
theory;-. If

is cl.osely related to the
~J-I squation may be written

and where X
where Yl, . . . Ym are measured quantities
Xn are components
of the state vector,
and where bl, . . . . b, are some GoG'quantities,
then
a component of the state vector xk is said to be unobservable if all elements
of the kth column of the
a
matrix are zero, i.e.,
if
al = a2 = . . . = 0.
of the n component x state vector
More generally,
if a line ;ftr ransformation
is made to another n state vector Z such that

if
any transformation
can be
then the %ystem is not completely observable"
found which converts the kth column to a zero column in the {c 3 matrix.
The simplicity
of this definition
of observability
is apparent if the
matrix equation is expanded to a set of simultaneous equations,
thereby
indicating
that the values of the measurements
are unaffected

1Ym
1
by the kth component of the Z state

vector,
3

zk

.

Since the same

& , it is
measurements result for an infinity
of different
values for
obvious that no information
concerning the value of
Z, is contained in
is unobservable"
the measurements themselves,
and the statement that If zu
is reasonable.
Physical measurements themselves must consist of one or a combination
Although a detailed
exsmiof measurements on particles,
fields,
or waves.
nation of these three categories will ydeld numerous possible
candidate
for the
%avigation
measurements", they may be more simply classified
present as follows:
Frequently

Used Navigation

Measurements:

1.

Angular measurements of solar and celestial
stadiametric
and diameter measurements.

2.

Radar range and range-rate

3.

Infrared
and other electromagnetic
directional
and range information,
sensors and star trackers.

4.

Inertial

5.

Radio directional

Infrequently

intensity
including

measurements to yield
sun and horizon

and accelerometers.

measurements.

Used and Potential

Navigation

which is a function'of
source of navigation

1.

Gravitational,
magnetic
and/or direction.

2.

Radioactivity

3.

Pressure

4.

Angle-of-attack

and electric

Measurements:
vehicle position
or
Such quantities
information.
field

measurements,

magnitude

measurements.

measurements in atmospheric
measurements for

flight.

atmospheric

The %nfrequently
used and/or potential"
measurements is impractical
to treat in this
reasons:
1.

including

measurements.

measurements using gyroscopes

Any physic&L quantity
velocity
may be a possible
are:

bodies,

flight.

category of navigation
monograph for the following

Gravitational
field measurements are currently
measurable
the accuracy required is currently
via gravity gradient techniques;
considered beyond the state of the art for the flight
phases of
interest.

4

2.

Electric
and magnetic field measurements and radioactivity
measurements are time variant,
and greatly affected by solar
radiation.
Use of these measurements for navigation
is currently
considered beyond the state of the art.

3.

Pressure measurements in atmospheric flight
are common, but
are rarely used for navigation
purposes in the vehicles
and for
the flight
phases of interest.

4.

Angle-of-attack
measurements in atmospheric flight
are common,
but are usually used within the vehicle control loop, and are
rarely used for navigation
purposes in the vehicles
and for the
flight
phases of interest.

The phenomena which appear in the frequently
above are seen to involve two major sensor areas:

used measurement lists

1.

Sensors which operate upon electromagnetic
radiation,
which
includes telescopes,
sextants,
radars, infrared
devices,
laser devices, and radio directional
devices.

2.

Sensors which operate upon inertial
principles,
namely
and inertial
measuring units.
gyroscopes, accelerometers,

The two areas of discussion which follow,
namely, Radiation Theory and
Sensors, and Inertial
Theory and Sensors, have been selected because these
areas appear to include aJ.l of the frequently
used navigation
measurements
which are currently
within the state of the art.
2.2

RADIATION THEORPAND SENSORS

As discussed previously,
many of the phenomena associated with
radiation
measurements are essentially
electromagnetic
radiation
phenomena.
The sensors which are used for these radiation
measurements include
Each of these
optical
devices, infra-red
devices, radar devices, etc.
sensors is associated with a number of complex electromagnetic
phenomena.
The purpose of this section is to present a review of the physical phenomena
which are involved in the generation of a measured quantity
by the use of these
sensors.
In line with one of the major objectives
of the monograph series,
to present a unified treatment of the formulations
and techniques of analysis,
the general theory describing
electromagnetic
radiation
phenomena of
followed by a more specific
discussion
of the
interest
is presented first,
sensing techniques themselves.
2.2.1

General Theory

The general theory presented in this section is concerned with a
description
of the phenomena associated with current state-of-the-art
Hence, included in the following
is a discussion
of
navigation
sensors.

5

diffraction,
noise,
and refraction.

and atmospheric

phenomena such as penetration,

absorption,

The general theory developed herein is for two purposes:
Firstly,
to
provide an introduction
to the basic physics of the phenomena which play a
role in the navigation
measurement process; secondly, to provide the basic
quantitative
general equations which are used in later,
more detailed
discussions
of the sensors and their error characteristics.
Since all forms
of electromagnetic
radiation
are different
only in as much as their frequencies
differ,
the description
of the electromagnetic
spectrum in the following
section provides a convenient and logical
starting
point for the discussion.
Acknowledgment is given to Space Technology Laboratories
whose study
in atmospheric refraction
(Reference 2) was quite useful in the preparation
of this monograph, and to Merrill
A. Skolnik (Reference 3) for the
material
on noise and radio techniques.
2.2.1.1

The Electromagnetic

Spectrum

Those frequencies
which are useful for observations
are usually the
frequencies
that have line-of-sight
propagation.
Although there is not a
sharp line that divides the propagation nature of waves of different
frequencies,
30 MC is generally
considered the lowest frequency for lineFrequencies lower
of-sight
propagation
(space wave) of any useful degree.
than 30 MC are by no means useless for observation
measurements, although the
nature of their propagation
restricts
their use to navigational
techniques
that are used on, or very near, the earth's surface.
Waves in this
frequency range propagate by ground and sky waves and, as a result,
cannot
be used outside the Kennelly-Heaviside
layers.
Any electromagnetic
waves
lower than 30 MC suffer from a large attenuation
in the space wave component
and become progressively
more difficult
to use for line-of-sight
purposes
as the frequency is decreased.
2.2.1.2

Atmospheric

Penetration

and Absorption

Atmospheric penetration
and absorption phenomena are important in
measurements,
navigation
measurements for two reasons: because all radiation
made from space, of the earth are subject to re-radiation
produced by the
atmospheric absorption
of solar energy; and because there exist %indows,~~
or penetration
bands, of the spectrum which enable the observation
and
The radio %i.ndowl'
communication between a point in space from the earth.
enables the use of radio waves to track and communicate with vehicles
outside
The optical
%indowt' enables infrared
satellite
tracking,
the atmosphere.
laser communications in space, laser tracking,
and the normal visible
phenomenon.
Acknowledgment is given to G. P. Kuiper (Reference
information
on the absorption
spectrum in the following

1) for the detailed
discussion.
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TC

from X-rays
to radio waves,
The sun emits radiation
at all
wavelengths,
from sea-level
shows numerous gaps
though
the solar
spectrum
observed
produced by the absorption
of the radiation
in the earth's
atmosphere.
as are numerous other
regions
The region
from O-3000 A is totally
obscured,
centered
at approximately
1.3, 1.9, 2.7, 4.2, and 6.0,~)
and from 14/,
Between 14 and 24~ there is a region.
to the region
of millimeter
waves.
which opens up with increased
altitude
and
of limited
transparency,
At longer
wavelengths,
the atmosphere
is made
decreased
water content.
completely
opaque from 24 to about lOOO/c( by the pure rotational
spectrum
of H2C. The long-wave
end of the ultraviolet
absorption,
from 3000 1
From 2400 1 to 1300 1, radiation
to 22OOf, is produced
entirely
by ozone.
is absorbed
by discrete
bands and by continua
of 02. From 1300 1 to about
Beginning
300 x are fo nd similar
bands of continua
of both N2 and 02 .
continua
of atomic nitrogen
and oxygen
at about 900 1 the bound-free
Below 200 d energy is absorbed
by the K
abosrb strongly
to about 200 1.
Very little
and L X-ray continua
of atomic
nitrogen
and oxygen.
absorption
takes place in the visible
region
of the spectrum
apart from
the red electronic
bands of 02.
In the near infrared,
on the shortwave-length
side of the photographic
limit
at 1.35/f
, are found relatively
weak rotation
vibration
bands of H20 and electronic
bands of C2 at 1.06
of 100 percent
absorption
in the infrared
are
and 1.27~ . The regions
caused entirely
by H 0 and CO . Many intervening
regions
are partially
obscured
by weaker b&ds of HZO, C02, CH4, N,O, CO, and 0 . In the
radio-frequency
region,
the atmosphere
is se&-transparen
? between wave
lengths
of a few millimeters
and about 10 cm and almost completely
10 M wavelengths.
transparent
at longer
wave lengths
up to ahout
The
absorption
of millimeter
andcentimeter
w':ves is caused mostly by a
rotational
line
of H20 centered
at 1.35 cm and by a series
of lines
of
0 at about 5 nun and 2.5 mm that result
from changes in the orientation
O? khe spin
vector
in the ground electronic
state.
it can be seen that a relatively
small amount
From this discussion,
of electromagnetic
energy penetrates
the atmosphere.
Generally
speaking,
there are two "windows"
through
which electromagnetic
energy can penetrate
One is called
the radio window which extends
from
the atmosphere.
approximately
30 MC to about 22,000 MC. On the low frequency
end it is
limited
by the absorption
of the ionosphere.
On the high frequency
end
the radiation
is affected
bywater,
oxygen,
and nitrogen,which
begin to absorb
the raaiation
so that at higher
frequencies
there is complete
atmospheric
Figure
2.2.2
shows the penetration
of the electromagnetic
absorption.
spectrum
through
the atmosphere.
This severe attenuation outside the optical
and radie windc-m must be corsidered
ii~ the selecf.ion of navigation sensors

which operate at the earth's
surface on radiatlon
from outer space, and Alec
in the selection
of navigation
sensors which are to operate in space on
radiation
generated on the earth's
surface or within the earth's atmosphere.
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2.2.1.3

Atmospheric

Refraction

Electromagnetic
waves propagating within the earth's
atmosphere do
not travel in straight
lines,
but are generally
bent or refracted.
One
effect of refraction
.i.s to appear to extend the distance to the.horizon.
Another effect is the introduction
of errors in the measurement of the
Bending, or refraction,
of electromagnetic
waves in the
elevation
angle.
atmosphere is caused by the variation
with altitude
of the velocity
of
propagation,
or the index of refraction,
defined as the ratio of the
velocity
of propagation
in free space to that in the medium in question.
The index of refraction
in the lower atmosphere may be decomposed into a
mean static
profile
T7, (h) which depends only on height,
and a component
which varies randomly in time and space
arl
(2.2.1)
Since I is usually very near unity,
it is convenient to measure the
refractive
index in terms of parts per million
or N units of refractivity,
I.e.,

N = (p-‘)d
The empirical

formula

(2.2.2)

for refractivity

at microwave

frequencies

is
(2.2.3)

where T = air temperature in degrees Kelvin
for the point of interest
P f= total pressure in millibars
for the point of interest
q = partial
water vapor pressure in millibars
for the point of interest
This expression
valid
within
water vapor has
the second term
refractivity
at
is

is independent of frequency from 100 mc to 10,OCXI mc and
0.5 per cent up to 30,000 mc. At optical
frequencies,
a negligible
effect upon refraction
and consequently
of equation (2.2.3) may be neglected.
The equation for
optical
frequencies
is thus
(p,),oQJ=

5

p

(2.2.4)

Refractivity
of the atmosphere at frequencies
other than those discussed
above is not considered of interest
in the monograph since, as discussed
in Section 2.2.1.2,
the atmospheric absorption of electromagnetic
energies
frequencies
other than those discussed above appears to preclude the
possibility
of using such signals for practical
state-o&-the-art
navigation
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Since the barometric
pressure
P and water-vapor
content
q
measurements.
decrease
rapidly
with height,
while
the temperature
T decreases
slowly
with
height,
the index of refraction
normally
decreases
with increasing
altitude.
A typical
value of the index of refraction
near the surface
of the earth is
In a standard
atmosphere,
the index decreases
at the rate of about
1.0003.
4 x 10e8 m-l of altitude.
The decrease
in refractive
index with altitude
means that the
velocity
of propagation
increases
with altitude,
causing
the rays,
which
enter
the atmosphere
from outer space, to bend downward.
Variations
of the refractive
index in the horizontal
plane may also exist,
but they
Refraction
of electromagnetic
waves
do not materially
alter
the bending.
in the atmosphere
is analogous
to bending
of light
rays by an optical
The path of the wrve through
the atmosphere
may be plotted
using
prism.
the variation
of the refractive
index
ray-tracing
techniques,
provided
is known.
The ionosphere
is the ionized
portion
of the atmosphere
which begins
at approximately
70 km end extends
to an undetermined
distance,
The
theoretical
problem
of propagation
in an ionized
medium has received
extensive
consideration
in the literature.
The interested
reader
is
referred
to Reference
2.
For carrier
frequencies
much greater
than the collision
frequency
and gyro frequency
of the ionosphere
the following
simplified
expression
for the equivalent
refractive
index of an ionized
plasma may he used:

(2.2.4)
where W = carrier

frequency

in

radians

per

second

.p =[Neez/ee.kC]r(z
=
critical
frequency
in radians
Me= number of electrons
per unit volume.
e=
charge of the electron
(= 4.80 x lo-lo
in cgs).
Ge dielectric
constant
of free space (= 1 in cgs).
nt = mass of electron
(=o.ll
x lo-?*
gmj
Using Nemeasured
simplifi'es
as

in

electrons/cc

and f in kc/set

the above

per

second.

expression

(2.2.5)
Because the refractive
index depends on the carrier
frequency
it is not convenient
to tabulate
N as a function
of altitude.
attempts
to establish
profiles
of the single
scalar
quantity
function
of height
for various
locations
and times are made.
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employed,
Rather,
Xe as a

.- -......-

.

Like the frequency-independent
refractive
index of the lower atmoscan be decomposed into amean static
phere,
;;om:ilethN: ~~~c~~nad~~~~~e~~
AN, which varies randomly in space and
.

To calculate
ray bending in the i,onosphere it is necessary
complete height profile
of density and not merely a single
For purposes of such calculation,
the following
simplified
daylight
electron
density profile
may he used.

NJQ

l.sxloC

h-(00

electrons/60c~<3oo~

to utilize
the
maximum value.
model for the

(2.2.7)

( 200
)
cc
During periods of lov solar activity,
N, &ould he down by a factor of
approximately
4. At night it should he down by a factor of 2 or 3 below
the corresponding
daylight
values.

2.2.1.4

NOOSE

The purpose of this section is to describe in a qualitative
fashion those
noise sources that are of a major concern to navigation
observation measurea quantitative
estimate of the noise sources will
ments.
Whenever possible,
be given.
Since the accuracy limit
of an observation
is ultimately
determined by
the noise in the measurement, various sources of noise will be discussed.
In most general terms, noise can be considered as any disturbance
that in
some way interferes
with the desired signal used for a measurement.
It may
originate
within the device used for the measurement or may enter the device
along with the desired signal.
The former will be referred to as internal
noise whereas the latter
will be called external noise.
Section 2.5.1, Radiation Sensor Errors, will utilize
the information
presented in this section in order to determine the noise power that can be
This information
will be used
expected from these various sources of noise.
in turn to determine the signal-to-noise
ratio and measurement errors induced
by noise.
2.2.1.k.l

External

Noise

This section introduces
the various sources of external noise of interest
to navigation
observation
measurements and some of the terminology
that is
used to quantitatively
evaluate thesemoise
sources.
Considera+.ion is given
to the effects
of noise sources on different
frequency regions.
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External noise in general limits
the sensitivity
of long-range navigation,
broadcast,
and shortwave frequency transmissions.
At microwave frequencies,
the external noise level is relatively
low and the sensitivity
of conventional
There are special
radar receivers
is determined primarily
by internal
noise.
devices that have extremely low internal
noise levels such as masers and parametric amplifiers
in which the external noise again becomes the limiting
factor
for the sensitivity.
The magnitudes of external noise sources are given in terms of brightcannot be used as such for
ness, B, or flux density,
S. These quantities
noise calculations.
The following
discussion will demonstrate how these
quantities
can be used to determine the noise power and the effective
noise
temperature due to these noise sources.
is used to describe those noise sources that span
The term llbrightnessfl
a very large portion of the sky, as opposed to point or discrete
sources
whose intensities
are described by the term "flux density."
The amount of
power that an antenna receives from discrete
noise sources can be calculated
by

N = /A,

S(c) d ‘3,

47 = effective

where

aperture

dS,= differential
Iv = noise

go

bandwidth

power (watts)

If the flux density can be assumed to be constant.over
, then the noise power becomes

a given bandwidth

N = A,, S B,
If the noise is given in terms of the brightness,
B , the power is more
Since the brightness
is a function
of both azimuth
difficult
to determine.
maximum
amount
of
flux
density that
and elevation
angles and frequency,
the
the antenna could receive must be found by the following
integral

s =Jj-D(A,E,f-ldfi
The antenna gain pattern
antenna to

reduces the amount of flux

s,=
where

.

G(A) E,f)=

It is convenient to introduce
order to facilitate
calculations.
beB where

I(B(A,E,f)G(A,E,fhiLl
normalized

density

seen by the

.

antenna gain pattern

an equivalent
beam area of the antenna in
This equivalent
beam area is defined to

B=//C(A,E,f)d=
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Now, if the antenna pattern is smaller than the extended source of
brightness&,,
(assumed to be constant in the equivalent antenna pattern
and on the bandwidth), the flux density may be written as
s, =@I/8
The noise power can now be written
as

where

%=
a=

effective

area, n?

watts
7rn+)(CPS) steradians

brightness,

18=effective
s,=

aperture

beam area in steradians

bandwidth (CPS)

The typical variations
of the brightness over the antenna pattern and
bandwidth do not significantly
restrict
the use of this equation.
The
following is a sample calculation
of noise power from brightness.
Example:
At a certain frequency, an antenna has an equivalent beam area of 1
steradian and is directed at a point in the sky where the bri htness is
constant over the beamarea and is equal to 5 x lo-25 watts/ 2 (CES)(steradian).
If the antenna has an effective
aperture area of 20 m2 and the noise bandwidth of the receiver is 1 MC, what is the power received if the flux density
<Et&l 13. s constant over the bandwidth?

= (2Orf?> (5 x 10B25 watts/&

(CPS)(steradian))

(1 steradian)(lOb

CPS)

= lOa17 Watts
2.2.1.4.1.1

Cosmic Noise

There is a continuous background of noiselike electromagnetic radiation
noise comes from our
which arrives from outer space. This extra terrestrial
own galaxy (the MilQ Way), from extra galactic sources, discrete Sadio star&"
and the sun. In general, cosmic noise decreases with increasing frequency.
Cosmic noise is of considerable importance in the design of radars which
operate in the VHF or the lower UHF bands, but it may usually be neglected at
L-band frequencies or higher (frequencies greater than approximately 1GC).
The magnitude of cosmic noise depends upon the portion of the celestial
sphere in which it is observed. It is a maximumwhen looking toward the center
of our own galaxy, and it is a minjmumwhen observing along the pole about
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which the galaxy revolves.
A plot of the maximum and minimum cosmic-noise
brightness
temperatures,
or space temperature,
as a function
of frequency
shown by the dotted lines in the following
sketch.
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The brightness
temperature of an extended source of radiation
measured
in a particular
direction
is the temperature of a black-body which yields a
brightness
equal to that of the source under consideration.
Brightness
is
defined as the power received per unit area of aperture per cycle of bandThe brightness
B and the brightness
temperature
width per unit solid angle.
TB at radio and radar frequencies
are related by the Rayleigh-Jeans
formula

I3 =
where

K = Boltzmann's

2 KT,
A’

(2.2;8)

constant

A = wavelength
The brightness
temperature specifies
the intensity
in a given direction
at a
The measurable
temperature is the mean brightness
temperagiven frequency.
ture in the field
of the antenna pattern,and
is called the antenna temperature.
The physicist
and astronomer are generally
concerned with unpolarized
but most radar antennas are responsive to a single polarization.
radiation,
the brightness
(or space) temperature plotted in the sketch assumes
Therefore,
a receiver with a single polarization
and is one-half the brightness
which
would be measured by an antenna responsive to two orthogonal polarizations.
The terml'space temperature"is
sometimes used synonymously with the brightIt is the temperature seen by an ideal
ness temperature of cosmic noise.
losses) which looks
antenna (one with no sidelobes,
backlobes, or resistive
at cosmic
noise in the absence of the earth's atmosphere or any other sources
of noise.
2.2.1.4.1.2

Atmospheric

Absorption

It is known that any body
the same amount of energy that
transmission
line that absorbs
The same is true of
as noise.
absorbs microwave energy.
The
other absorbing body) must just
black-body radiation.

Noise

in equilibrium
which absorbs
energy, radiates
it absorbs.
An example of this is the lossy
a certain amount of energy and re-radiates
it
the atmosphere,since
it also attenuates
or
radiation
arising
in the atmosphere (or any
compensate for the partial
absorption
of the

Consider an absorbing atmosphere at an ambient temperature T, surrounded
by an imaginary black-body at the same temperature.
The loss L is the factor
by which energy is attenuated
in passing through the atmosphere.
The noise
power available
over a bandwidth Bn from the imaginary black-body is K Ta Bn.
The noise power after passing through the atmosphere is (K T,
)/L.
Thus
the amount of power absorbed by the atmosphere is K Ta Bn(l-l/L "r and is equal
to the noise power radiated by the atmosphere itself.
This corresponds to an
effective
noise temperature of

7-c = I-x (I -L)
19

(2.2.9 )

A plot of the single-polarization
brightness
temperature or space temperature due to both cosmic noise and atmospheric absorption
is shown by the solid
An ambient temperature of 2600~ is assumed in
curves of the previous sketch.
the computation of atmospheric absorption
noise.
At the higher frequencies
(X band or above), atmospheric absorption
is the predominant contributor
to
while at the lower frequencies
(L band or lower),
the brightness
temperature,
There exists a broad minimum in brightness
the cosmic noise predominates.
temperature
extending from about 1 GC to 10 GC. It is in this region that it
is advantageous to operate low-noise receivers
to achieve maximum system
sensitivity.
The minimum atmospheric absorption
occurs when the antenna is vertical
(pointed at the zenith),
while the maximum occurs when the antenna is directed
The noise is greater along the horizon than at the zenith
along the horizon.
Experience shows that antenna beams
since the antenna %eesl' more atmosphere.
must be oriented at elevation
angles greater than about 5 percent to avoid
excessive space noise in the main beam.
2.2.1.4.1.3

Atmospheric

Noise

Noise that arises from the lightningstroke radiation
is called atmospheric
noise (not to be confused with noise produced by atmospheric absorption
as
previously
described).
A single lightning
stroke radiates
considerable
RF
noise power.
There are at any one moment an average of 1,800 thunderstorms
in
progress in different
parts of the world.
From all these storms, about 100
lightning
flashes take place every second.
The combined effect of all the
lightning
strokes gives rise to a noise spectrum which is especially
large at
broadcast and short-wave radio frequencies.
The spectrum of atmospheric noise
falls
off rapidly with increasing
frequency and is usually of little
consequence
above 50 MC. Hence, atmospheric noise is seldom an important
consideration
in
radar except for long-range navigation
and radars in the VLF region.
Another source of noise predominant at the lower radar frequencies
is manmade noise.
Noise from automobile ignition,
electric
razors, power tools,
and
fluorescent
lights
are examples.
Just as with atmospheric noise, man-made noise
is usually of little
concern to radars at UHF or higher frequencies.
2.2.1.4.1.4

Solar Noise

The sun is a strong emitter of electromagnetic
radiation,
the intensity
of which varies with time.
The minimum level of solar noise is due to blackbody radiation
at a temperature of about 6000°K.
The flux density received on
earth from a thermal source at the distance of the sun is

S=

-27

1.88xlo

AL
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Td

(2.2.10)

s = flux

where

density

Td = apparent

watts/(mz>(cps)

disk

A = wavelength,

temperature,

OK

m

The above equation indicates
that solar noise power increases approximately
This is unlike most other noise mechanisms
as the square of the frequency.
which produce less power with increasing
frequency.
A plot of the flux density
as function
of frequency for the basic thermal-noise
component from the Itquiet*'
sun is shown in the following
sketch.
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of Equation
atmosphere.

(2.2.8)

since

it

The solar-noise
level can increase orders of magnitude over that of the
"quiet"
or undisturbed
sun when its surface is disturbed by solar storms (sunspots and flares).
The enhanced noise from the disturbed
sun is complex, and
its mechanism is not well understood.
It might last for but a fraction
of a
Manced
solar noise is also shown in the presecond, or it might last for days.
vious sketch.
At VHF the solar noise can exceed the thermal component by 40 db
or more, while at the upper end of the microwave region there is but a slight
increase in the noise level during the periods of enhanced activity.
In
general, the greater the intensity
of the enhanced noise, the shorter its
duration.
The "noise stormstl indicated
in the sketch last for.hours
or days,
during which the level shows a series of bursts on seconds' duration super
imposed on a more slowly varying background.
The "slowly.varying
component"
is believed to originate
in thermal radiation
from localized
regions of
abnormally high density and temperature.
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2.2.1.4.1.5

Discrete

Radio Star Noise

There are a number of discrete
radio noise sources in the sky, called
radio.stars.
One of the largest is located in the Cassiopeia constellation.
Its flux density is also plotted in the previous sketch.
In general, radio
stars are too weak at radar frequencies
to be a serious source of interference.
2.2.1.4.2

Internal

Noise

There are several sources of noise that originate
within the sensor
itself.
These noise sources are usually due to the random fluctuations
of
the flow of electrons
in a sensor,and fluctuations
in the stream of photons
incident
on a radiation
sensor.
If an electrical
resistor
is held at thermal equilibrium
at temperature
T, a random noise voltage appears across its terminals.
This phenomenon is
called Nyquist noise, Johnson noise, or thermal noise and is due to the
random thermal motion of electrons.
Since minimal thermal noise is used to
determine the "noise quality"
of a sensor, the quantitative
discussion
of
it has been placed in section 2.5.1.5,
Signal-to-Noise
Patio.
Shot noise is another type of internal
noise found in simple diodes,
grid-controlled
tubes, traveling-wave
tubes, klystrons,
magnetrons, crystal
diodes, transistors
and other current carrying devices.
Shot noise is *
attributed
to the passage of electrons
through an electronic
device after
randomly attaining
enough energy to overcome some potential
energy barrier.
The quantitative
analysis
of shot noise depends on the nature of the device
These numerous discussions
are beyond the scope of this
being considered.
monograph. Theinterest&
reader. is referred
to References (3) and (u).
Noise is also introducea
in photo-detectors
due partly
to the fluctuations in the rate of generation of the current carriers,and
partly from
fluctuations
in their rate of recombination.
Photo-detectors
are also subjected to variations
in a stream of photons that they receive.
Mechanical vibrations
also induce noise in sensors because they have
minute effects
on the stray capacitances
and inductances that are found in
These microphonic
effects
can be eliminated
by proper design of
sensors.
sensor.
There exists in semi-conductors
at low frequencies
a noise mechanism
whose spectral density is inversely
proportional
to frequency.
This is
Several theories
have been developed to
called flicker
noise or l/f noise.
explain this effect,
but it is difficult
to account for the lack of temperature dependence and the l/f dependence over all frequencies.
Because
of the inverse relationship
between flicker
noise power and frequency,
flicker
noise will be the predominant effect
in devices at low frequencies.
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2.2.2

Radiation

Sensing Techniques

The general theory describing
radiation
phenomena presented in the
previous section provides a basis for discussing
the subject of primary
interest;
namely, the radiation
sensing techniques useful in navigation.
Navigation
sensors which exploit
radiation
phenomena may be divided
One group consists of those devices used in conjunction
into two groups.
with electromagnetic
radiation
energy which passes through the atmosphere.
The second group consists of those devices employed to sense electromagnetic
The electromagnetic
radiation
radiation
which is unfiltered
by the atmosphere.
sensors which have naturally
been developed to the greatest degree are those
sensitive
to frequencies
which are not severely attenuated by the atmosphere.
there are only two ranges of frequencies
As discussed in the previous section,
These
of electromagnetic
radiation
capable of penetrating
the atmosphere.
window,
frequency ranges are called windows, and are called (1) the optical
and (2) the radio wind0w.AI.l other frequencies
suffer severe attenuation
As discussed in Section 2.2.1.1 and illustrated
in Figure 2.2.2, the
devices which are currently
considered state of the art for making navigation
measurements reflect
this historical
interest
in the optical
and radio
It may be anticipated
in the future that other parts of the
frequencies.
electromagnetic
spectrum will be exploited
for specialized
space navigation
purposes in which the incident
energy exposed to the sensors has not been
pre-filtered
by the atmosphere to remove all but the optical
and radio freThe discussion
of this section is concerned with a description
quencies.
of the sensing techniques used in generating information
via optical
and
radio devices.
2.2.2.1

Optical

Techniques

The visible
portion of the electromagnetic
spectrum, usually defined
as extending from .4 to .7 microns, and the infrared
portion of the spectrum,
usually defined as extending from .7 to 4 microns, dominates those wavelengths which pass through the atmosphere with little
attenuation
in the
optical
window.
The common use of optical
techniques to generate navigation
measurements is in the sensing of the direction
in space of a single lineof-sight
instrument
or the use of a two line-of-sight
instrument
to measure
the included angle between two objects which radiate electromagnetic
energy
frequencies
may be sensed by using the IR
in space. Although infrared
frequencies
are sensed with the more common
sensors, more often visible
optical
devices.
The classification
of the single line-of-sight
instrument
includes devices such as the telescope,
star tracker,
horizon scanner, and
sun sensor.
The two line-of-sight
instrument
includes the sextant,
trisextant,
and stadiametric
devices.
The navigation
measurements which result from the
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use of the single line-of-sight
instrument may be either intensity
measurements or direction
measurements.
The intensity
measurements are not often
used as navigation
measurements.
The direction
measurements are common
but require the use of some form of platform having a known orientation.
The inertial
platforms
discussed in Section 2.3.2.1 are often used for this
purpose and permit the generation of azGnuth and elevation
angular measureThe two line-of-sight.
instruments
are used to generate a yeasure of
ments.
an included angle between two radiation
sources, as mentioned above, and
are usable
in making sun-planet,
planet-planet,
planet-star,
sun-star,
and
star-elevation
measurements.
In addition,
stadismetric
measurements which
determine the curvature of a planet horizon may be used to infer planet
diameter,and
are essentially
a variation
of a sextant.
Star occulation
is
'in essence a time measurement but is associated with a single line-of-sight
These single and two line-of-sight
measurement techniques
measurement.
Section 2.4 will present detailed
are discussed in detail
in this section.
analyses of the important line-of-sight
techniques.
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2.2.2.2

Radio Techniques

Since radar is used quite extensively
in some types of observations,
a general discussion
of some of the more important techniques has been
The primary use of radar in observatsons is to
included in this section.
determine the following
"observablesl':
range, range-rate,
azimuth and
The measurement of these ltobsarvables"
involves
elevation
of some target.
However, two of these
inaccwacies,as
is expected in any measurement.
l'observabl.es,l~ namely, range and range-rate
are not measured directly,
but
by the measurement of time delays, phase measurements and frequency measureof these
It is therefore
necessary to relate the inaccuracies
ments.
parameters to the lfobservables"
so that the inaccuracies
in the ltobservablesll
can be determined.
The following
sections formulate the various range and
range-rate measurement techniques so that these relations
can be established.
Section 2.5, Observation Errors, describes the errors associated with
the parameters that are actually
measured.
The combinatjon of the information from section 2.5 and this section provide the information
of the
accuracies of the observables that will be necessary to use in the state
determination
problem which is discussed in the following
monograph.
2.2.2.2.1

Radar Range Measurement

The range of a target is determined by measuring the time required for
a pulse to travel from a radar station to the target and return.
Since
electromagnetic
energy travels
at the speed of light,
the range R can be
written
as

where
At

= time required
c = velocity

Range measurement
The measurement
form.
tihe delay between the
The accuracy with which
section (2.5.1.2.2).

for

of light

wave to travel

to target

and back

3 x lo8 m/set

commonly uses a train of narrow pulses for its waveof range is then proportionalto
the measure of the
leading edge of the transmitted
and reflected
pulse.
one can measure this time delay is discussed in

Another range measurement technique uses Frequency Modulated Continuous
In this technique,
the transmitter
Wave Radar (abbreviated
FM-CW Radar).
frequency is changed as a function
of time in a known manner. Assume that
the transmitter
frequency increases linearly
with time, as shown by the solid
line in the following
sketch:
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Timethere is a reflecting
object at a distance R, an echo signal will
return after a time At= 2R/c.
The dashed line in the sketch represents
the echo signal as it is received.
If the echo signal is heterodyned with
a portion of the transmitter
signal in a nonlinear
element such as a crystal
diode, a beat frequency fb will be produced.
If there is no doppler frequency
shift,
the beat frequency (difference
frequency)
is a measure of the target's
range and fb = f,, where f, is the beat frequency due only to the target's
range.
If the rate of change of the carrier
frequency is fo, the beat
frequency is
If

(2.2.12)
In any practical
CW radar, the frequency cannot be continually
in one direction
only.
Periodicity
in the modulation is necessary,
the triangular
- frequency modulated waveform shown below,

changed
as in

The modulation need not necessarily
be triangular;
it can be sawtooth,
sinusoidal,
or some other shape. The resulting
beat frequency as a function
of time is shown below for triangxilar
modulation.
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-II

Time-

The beat frequency is of constant frequency except at the turn around region.
If the frequency is modulated at a rate fm over a range
Af, the beat
frequency is
(2.2.13)
Thus, the measurement of the beat frequency determines the range R. It
should be noted that the target was assumed to be stationary
in the previous
It will be shown in the following
section,
Radar Range-Rate
analysis.
Measurement, that this method is still
valid for moving targets after proper
treatment of the waveforms.
The use of single frequency CW radar for range measurements is not
practical
because the time delay that is to be measured manifests itself
as a phase difference
between the transmitted
and reflected
signals,and
at radio frequencies
the ambiguous distances that correspond to the true
phase plus tfi multiples
of phase are too numerous in the areas of interest
to give useful information.
The region of unambiguous range may be extended considerably
by
transmitting
two separate 0.4 signals differing
only slightly
in frequency.
It will be shown that the measurement of range using two CW frequencies
results
in an unambiguous range which corresponds to a half wavelength
at the difference
frequency.
Consequently,
the unambiguous range can be
made considerably
greater than that obtained when only a single frequency
is transmitted.
The transmitted
waveform is assumed to consist of two continuous sine
For convenience, the amplitudes of all
waves of frequency fl and f2.
The voltage waveforms of the two components of
signals are set to unity.
the transmitted
signal VlT and V2T may be written
as

v IT --

4277'f,t

+ $, )
(2.2.u)
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where $ and #2 are arbitrary
(constant)
phase angles.
time de.+ay, the reflected
signal can be expressed as

Due to the transit

(2.2.15)
V

2R =

The phase differences

S/N

3

between each transmitted
I
61 C
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and reflected

signal

are

y-

(2.2.16)

If the difference
between $81' and $82l is found,it
an indirect
measurement of rangej i.e.,

is seen that

it

is

(2.2.17)
or
(2.2.18)

Note that the unambiguous range is now‘a function
of the --difference
in
frequencies
rather than the frequency itself
and,hence, is much larger.
The
range accuracy using this method may now be determined by using the phase
measurement equations in section 2.5.1.2.1.
2.2.2.2.2

Radar Range-Rate Measurement

Standard Doppler frequency shift
equations can be used in order to
derive the relation
between the range-rate measurement and frequency shift.
Consider a stationary
radar station that is transmitting
a frequency f,.
As
this signal is received by a target in motion, the frequency appears to be
slightly
different
because of the radial component of the target velocity
with respect to the radar station,
This new frequency,
fl, can be related
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to the original
frequency by the standard
source and a moving recetver.
f,

=

where a (+) is used for
and a (-) is used for

Doppler

equation

CfV
c

fo

for

a stationary

(2.2.19)

approaching targets
receding targets

The target reflects
the signal back to the radar station,but
the
frequency again appears to change because the source (which is now the target)
This
is moving with respect to the stationary
receiver
(the radar station).
reflected
signal appears to have a frequency f2 and can be found by again
using the standard Doppler equation for a moving source and a stationary
receiver.
Hence

fz c, -F;

c
c

where a (-) is used for
and a (+) is used for
Now f2 can be related

fz

to f,

(2.2.X))

TV

approaching targets
receding targets

as

=

(2.2.21)

or
(2.2.22)
The difference

between f,

and f2 is
(2.2.23)

or
(2.2.24)
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Since any target velocity
will be very much smaller
light,the
following
approximation
is valid.

crvs
so

$

=

than the speed of

c
2-foW)

d

(2.2.25)

(2.2.26)

C

The above equation is the well known range-rate
equation in terms of the
The appropriate
sign to use should be obvious
Doppler frequency shift.
from the previous discussion.
Letting VR be the radial
component of
velocitg,
the above equation becomes
(2.2.27)
It is apparent that the accuracy that can be expected in the range-rate
measurement is related to the accuracy of the frequency measurement
accuracy.
In section (2.2.2.2.1)
the FM-CW radar measurement assumed a stationary
It will now be shown that with the proper treatment of the resulttarget.
ing waveforms, the FM-CW is also valid,not
only for range, but also rangerate determination.
The Doppler frequency shift
causes the frequency time plot of the echo
signalto
be shifted
up or down depending on the sign of Af.
The following
sketch shows a typical
shift:
Transmitted

signal

Rer -ived signal

A corresponding
change in the beat frequency occurs because of the Doppler
frequency shift.
On one portion of the frequency-modulation
cycle, the
beat frequency is increased by the Doppler shift,
while on the other portion,
it is decreased.
The sketch below illustrates
this point.
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If, for example, the target is approaching the radar, the beat frequency
or up, portion of the FM cycle w-.11
fb (up) produced during the increasing,
be the difference
between the beat frequency due to the range f, and the
on the decreasing porti.on, the beat
Doppler frequency shift fd.
Sti.larl.y,
frequency fb (down) is the sum of the two; i.e.,

(2.2.28)

The range frequency,
beat frequency;
that is

fr,

may be e-xtracted

by measuring

the average

(2.2.29)
If fb (up) and fb (down) are measured separately
by switching a frequency
between the
counter every half modulation cycle, one-half the difference
frequencies
will yield the Doppler frequency1 i.e.,
fd

=

f(UP)

- +
c

b

-

fhcDOwW;l

=
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- J-

2

(2.2.30)

2.3 INERTIAL THEORYAND SENSORS
It is the purpose of this section to present the fundamental dynamic
causal relationships
which enable the generation of position
and
velocity
information
from inertial
sensors.
The presentation
is introductory
to the extent that only the broad fundamental principles
of inertial
navigation are included.
A tremendous variety
of naval, aircraft,
and spacecraft
inertial
systems have been developed for a myriad of purposes.
These systems
and technical
approaches are well documented in the literature
and will not
be discussed here.
The discussion
commences with a discussion
of the dynamic characteristics
of the various gyroscopic sensors, and is followed by a discussion
of the various linear accelerometer
sensors.
Based upon the theory of the
gyroscope and accelerometer,
inertial
systems capable of sensing position
and velocity
are then presented.
2.3.1

General Theory

2.3.1.1

Rotational

Theory

The rotational
theory presented in this section consists of the
development of the equations describing
the dynamics of a gyroscope
which
is subjected to external torques
in general three degree of rotational
freedom dynamic space.
The development commences with a rigorous treatment
of a single axis gyroscope, which is subsequently used as the basis for
describing
the dynamics of the rate gyro, the attitude
gyro, and the angular
integrating
gyro.
2.3.1.1.1

Single

Figure
ment.

2.3.1

The angular

Axis

Gyro Equations

presents

the terminology

velocity

of the gimbal

to be utilized

in this

is denoted

left superscript
used to denote the Cartesian
the axis in which gimbal angular rate is specified.
From Figure

develop-

, with

the upper

used to define

2.3.1

(2.3 .l)

and expressing

the angular

velocity

of the rotor

5~ I1 in the

4 coordinate

frame:

J

(2.3.2)
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Figure 2.3.1

Shgle
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Axis.Gyroscope
.

The total angular
rotor,
is:

momentum of the gyroscope,

including

the gimbal and

where

(2.3.4)

4
H
=
- ROTOR

,"

4-"=

(2.3.5)

Note that in
refer to the
are fixed to
of equations

Equations (2.3.4) and (2.3.5) that the inertia
matrices&',z"
inertias
of the gimbal and rotor in coordinate
frames which
Now the angular velocities
the gimbal and rotor,
respectively.
(2.3.4)
and (2.3.5)
can be related by referring
to the figure.

The notation

T0403=

3x3 matrix.
Hence

will
4d'

is the abbreviated

3
&gn

- To403

form of Equation

be used in the place of the

(2.3.7)

(2.3.6).
4

Now, since

(TO304)

Then

Furthermore,

'Li. ROTOR= (70304)
since

the rotor

is constrained
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(2.3.8)

HRoroa

gTo403)

by the gimbal,

3gv

(2.3.9)

or
(2.3.10)

wheren

is the angular

substitution

3N

velocity

of (2.3.10)

Ra-rorr

Substituting

=

into

of the rotor
(2.3.9)

To304

$'T0403

II

(2.3.l-l)

(2.3.4)and
g

with

respect

to the gimbal,

yields:
(2.3.11)

into

(2.3.3)

yields
(2.3.12)

+ T03045n

Equation (2.3.X)
is a general expression for the angular momentum of a
gyro in terms of the angular velocityof
the gimbal and the relative
angular
velocity
of the rotor with respect to the gimbal.
This equation is useful
for analyzing perturbations
induced by errors in the direction
of the principal axes of the inertia
matrix.
Symmetrical

Rotor Simplifications:

The expression of Equation (2.3.X?) may be grossly simplified
by noting
the x"matrix
usually takes on a very simple form, due to the symmetry of the
rotor,
i.e.,
(2.3.13)

Hence, under these

conditions,
(Tojo4)

Equation

(2.3.X!)

thus simplifies

it

is easily

verified

(s")(70403)=

that:
I"

(2.3.U)

to:
ROTORn

1
L

(2.3.15)

0
0

1
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J

=&
I[ I[ I

or

I' 2s

3'-P
3'
8

-Js:,+s,

3p'

ZR
RMOR

+

0

(2.3.16)

0

Gimbal Simplifications
Usually the gimbal inertia
axes coincide with the 3_tx,3sv,

is distributed
and 3s8axes.

so that the gimbal principal
Under these circumstances,

I' \L
and Equation

(2.3.16)

simplifies

to:

(2.3.17)

angular
velocity
gimbal

where

Equation (2.3.1'7) is the standard equation
can be written
momentum. Equation (2.3.17)

of

describing
idealized
gyro angular
in shorthand form as:
(2.3.18)

where

The coordinates
related as follows:

of any general

vector
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in coordinate

frames 2 and 3 are

-

(2.3.19)
where
- s/A/e

case

(TO203)

=

co+

S/H’8

a
I

i

Hence,
%GyRo =

T0302.

and substitution

of

(2.3.20)

of Equation

z&vRo

TO3OL.

‘LH GYRO=

B
(2.3.20)

3&Z

2-H GYRO=

9

0

0

Expansion

0’

t*t

into

(TO

(2.3.18)

203)

2

(To

yields:

3oz)

%d

now produces
(q-5$ s/He co se
5, co s's t 3: L s/2&?
T, 5/8Ib +=a cos'e
=:(- =J SlNe COS8

+(T

0203)

3s,,

(2.3.21)

(2.3.21)

0

0
;]

[zi]

+p-$z.lj*

0

F

(2.3:22)
Now, since the angular velocity
of the gimbal. equals the vector sum of the
angular velocity
of the 2 coordinate frame plus the relative
angular velocity
of the gimbal with respect to the 2 coordinate frame (Figure 2.3.1)

2!42’=2w + 6(Q)
where
Substituting

(2.3.23)

into

'$L

(2.3.23)

angular

=

velocity

yields:

(2.3.22)
(q-q

meco5e

r , s/Af=e + Z,Co28
0

where it

is recalled

that
Lo

=

[I
=*
L
F
%
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of the 2 coordinate

frame.

Equation
(2.3.24)
simplifies
significantly
of the inertias
of the gimbal &
rotor about the
equal to the sum of the gimbal and rotor inertias
that the rotor has been assumed to be symmetrical
its inertia
about the 3ey axis is time invariant,
spinning with respect to the 3eyaxis).

if

I,zI,;
i.e.,
if the sum
3~Saxis is numerically
about the 3+axis
(recall
about the 3~xsxis,
so that
even though the rotor is

Hence, assuming

(2.3.25)

I, = I,
Equation

and

(2.3.24)

becomes:

the time derivative

x, t; -&+B

p=Ip.,

where
Letting the externally

(2.3.26) is:

.s/ue c~'(sf-s,)+z~i)~

d =H
z,$tsRmn&
dt -Gwzo=
I &(r;iii)4

of

-I&&~~'~8

1

cOJ@tpp(rt-sa)+rRorficOse -za 6~p

5.,,3+

%:'c$)

s/Aft3 - &qoynqJ

co3 8

r=zT

applied

torques

be termedt

(2.3.27)

then:

(2.3.28)
!nce.
z-+I,i,-L

t

RoT~h

-5= =,i +=RoTnb

‘7*=S3(~+ji)41Ro.4Lp

s/~/e ++s3-q)tQiB

Lose tpr(r,-Z,)

-z,,,nk

+ IRoTArc0se-13~

r/He-~[:Ro7~~~OSe

~8

(2.3.29)
p

(2.3.30)
(2.3.31)

Equations (2.3.29),
(2.3.30),
and (2.3.31) are a key set of differential
This set
equations describing
the motion of a single degree of freedom gyro.
The
approximations.
of equations is exact, and contains no mathematical
assumptions which have been made, both explicitly
and implicitly,are
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presented

in the table

below:

Assumptions which qualify
as an exact Set of differential

Equations (2.3.29),
equations are:

(2.3.301,

and (2.3.31)

1.

The rotor is symmetrical
about the + axis (its spin axis).
Thus,
all cross product inertia
terms are zero, and the 2 principal
axes
of the rotor which are perpendicular
to the spin axis may be
chosen arbitrarily
oriented in a plane which contains the rotor
to the spin axis.
center of mass, and which is perpendicular
These
arbitrarily
oriented principal
axes must, of course, be mutually
orthogonal.

2.

The gimbal
directions.

3.

The angular
constant.

4.

The gimbal plus rotor moments of inertia,
as measured about the 3g,
and3gy axes with the rotor frozen to the gimbal, are equal (see
Equation (2.3.25))-

The Input

principal

axes are along the 3e_,,

speed of the rotor

with

respect

3&

, and

3
e,

to the gimbal is

Axis and Output Axis Equations

Since the angular deflection
of the gyro 8(t)
is considered as the
"Output" of the gyro, the 'e,axis
is referred to as the "output sxis~~, and
the differential
equation describing
the force balance about-this
axis is
termed the Itoutput axis equationI'.
The lNoutput equation"
Assumption

can be fully

developed

as follows:

#.5

In the general situation,
may be produced by:
a

retarding"spring"force

a

retarding"viscous

a

disturbance

Hence, (Assumption

the external

torques

applied

about the zgt

= - k 0
damping"force

torque

= -Ce

.

= fT-

#51

(2.3.32)
Substituting

Equation

(2.3.32)

into

Equation
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(2.3.31)

yields:

axis

Now, if

H=rRoT.,

and

if it is assumed that the angular deflection8i.s
usually less than one degree), then
cases
I
S/H 0 s
Substitution

of Equations

(2.3.34)

small (in practice,

e.

(2.3.35)

and (2.3.35)

into

(2.3.33)

yields:
(2.3.36)

If it is assumed that? is small, then@8 may be neglected since it is a
"second order" term
If the disturbance torque*Ti
is also negligible,
bkomes:
Equation (2.3.36)
(2.3.37)

The Laplace transform
conditions is:

of Equation

Gyroscopic effect

(2.3.37)

Inertia

term

aSSumhv3 zero

effect

initial

term

The first term on the right side of Equation (2.3.38) is associated
with the angular momentumof the gyro,l-l, and vanishes as H approaches zero
(the situation of a non-spinning rotor).
The second term on the right side
of the output axis;
of Equation (2.338) is associated with the total inertia
-.e., the motion of the vehicle about the output axis induces motion of the
gimbal as caused by the total effective
gimbal inertia,
the damping term,
and the spring term.
Equation

(2.3.38)

may be rewritten

as

Q(s) = s3NshCS+k I +9 40

(2.3.391

Equation (2.3.39) indicates that by increasing the angular momentumof
the gyro, H , and decreasing the inertia of the gimbal - rotor about the
the gyro output can be made insensitive, to vehicle motion
output asris Is,
about the uya@l axis, P( t ). It is noteworthy that while low frequency
angular accelerations
in yaw may be adequately removed from the gyro output
of r(s),SaS/~
, indicates that at high fresignal @N
, the coefficient
quencies, such as vibrational
frequencies of a vehicle structure,
the gyro
output can have a significant
component produced at that frequency.
This
characteristic
may require either placement of these sensing gyros in. parts
of a vehicle structure having low vibratory
environments, or insulation
from
high frequency vibration
by utilizing
fltible
~~mountsl~,or use of filters
in the electronics to remove high frequency signals.
If the term&S

is negligible,

F(S)

Equation

(2.3.39) becomes:

Y
e (9
p
The expression
axis gyro.

H

=, sascs+k

c

u

315
-

(2.3.N)

?,sZ.+CS+k

is the '?zyro transfer

function1f

for a single

The input axis equation is obtained from Equation (2.3.30) in a way
completely analogous to the generatqon of the output axis Equation (2.3.37).
Assuming that the productspY
and8p are negligibly
small, and thatcose=!,
and cj5* B t"
H-XROTJL,
rj5 ki 'b
9 Equation (2.3.30) becomes:
Y

(2.3.41)
2.3.1.1.2

Rate

Gmo

Eouations

From Equation

(2.3.40),
8

(9

t-i
zc, sl+cs+k

ch

F=

In a rate gyroscope, the value of k is made large compared with cw or
Hence, the angular output
rw=, wherew is the frequency range of interest.
is proportional
to angular rate about the input axis - i.e.,

2.3.1.1.3

Attitude

Gyro Eouations

If the coefficient
W" is large such that the value ofcul is much
greater thanzC3WZer k over the frequenciesw
of interest,,Equation
(2.3.40)
becomes

41

(2.3.43)

If ‘by is

the time integral
change, and

of %(a
$I

Equation

(2.3.43)

5)

, then
=

t&

represents

an attitude

w

(2.3.44)

S

can thus be re-written

8 6)

m

(2.3.45)

Equation (2.3.45)
indicates
that the gyro output angular changes 8
will be proportionalto
input axis angular changes #y
Such a gyro is
called an "attitude
gy~o,rl or an "integrating
rate gyro," L- a "proportional
50. "
2.3.1.1.4
small

Angular

Integrating

Gyro Equations

If the viscous damping term, c, and the spring rate
compared with X3, then Equation (2.3.40)
can be written:
0 (9
%CS'

k are very

H
=

q

(2.3.46)

or

8w
v=

+

In thiq instance,
the gyro output angular
tional to the time integral
of the output
2.3.1.2

Translational

(2.3.47)

change 8 (t) is proporangular change.

Theory

The translational
theory presented in this section consists of a
development of the equations describing
the linear accelerometer,
which is
subjected to external
forces and accelerations,
in general six degree of
freedom dynamic space.
The development commences with a rigorous treatment of a single axis
accelerometer,
which is subsequently used as the basis for describing
the
dynamics of the integrating
accelerometer
or velocity
meter, the true
42

accelerometer,
2.3.1.2.1

and the double-&ntegrating

Single

Axis Linear

accelerometer

Accelerometer

or distance

meter.

Equations

The device required for sensing translational
motion is a linear
accelerometer.
Although many different
designs of inertial
linear accelerometers have evolved, all inertial
accelerometers
operate on the same
fundamental principles.
A linear accelerometer
consists basically
of a tlproof mass" suspended
by a force measuring device as shown below.
The output of the force
measuring device is the accelerometer
output signal.

Accelerometer
Output Signal
Accelerometer
Case

Force
Measuring

Device

43

A number of different
forms of linear accelerometers
exist,
but the
simplest conceptually
consists of a proof mass suspended by a linear spring
in parallel
with the linear viscous damper, as shown below.
The accelerometer output signal is generated by an electrical
pickoff
which generates
a signal proportional
to 1'x1f, the mass deflection
from its null position.

Accelerometer
Output Signal

Accelerometer

Sensitive

Case

Axis

The spring and damper force the mass deflection%
to deviate in known
fashion (excluding
errors) as a function
of the forces acting upon- ;
hence, the spring, damper, and position
pickoff
constitute
the force measuring device.
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Sensitive

Letting

= case position

The equation

of motion for

(inertial)

the proof

mass along the "sensitive

~F=hi;6
lcx
But

;ir=

Where F

aw

= gravitational
axis direction,

Hence, from (2.3.49)

axis"

is:
(2.3.48)

tcir

fF~lr"7n;9

(2.3.49)

&=

ji

(2.3.50)

force acting upon the proof
i.e.,
along the "x" axis,

mass in the sensitive

and (2.3.50):
?nii,-??I%

where 6,

Axis

=

kK+Cc+

m2

+ ~k+ki~=m-ii,-F+

7~62

+ck+k;~=

(2.3.52)

m(%-Gx)

is the x component of gravitational

Taking the Laplace transform
ditions)
yields:

(2.3.51)

of Equation

45

(2.3.53)

acceleration,

(2.3.53)

(assuming

zero initial

ccn-

Hence:
(2.3.54)
The ratio

+R
QJfs’+cstk

-

is called

the accelerometer

transfer

function.

Equation (2.3.54)
indicates
that an accelerometer
output is a function
of
both gravitational
acceleration
G,(5)
and the vehicle acceleration
(or case
acceleration)
the accel%, (3
a Note that for zero case acceleration
erometer output becomes
~(5) c- ( -)q5)
, or in the steady
'*t s=+cs+k
state (as S-01,
approaches the value 'Gr/k
for a true accelerometer,
and
becomes in essence a spring force balance,
It is interesting
to note that
during "free fall"
an accelerometer
case has an acceleration
gC=+ G, , hence,
substituting
this into Equation (2.3.54)
yields /y(s) = 0 (assuming zero
initial
conditions)
- i.e.,
during free fall
an accelerometer
will read zero,
even though the vehicle
or accelerometer
case is being accelerated
by the force
of gravity,
These brief examples serve to illustrate
the fact that an accelerometer is incapable of sensing inertial
acceleration
in a gravitational
force
field,
The significant
consequence of this observation
is that if the inertial
acceleration
of a vehicle is to be generated on board a vehicle,
then for each
of the three components of acceleration
it is necessary to:
1.

u;t;ilize an accelerometer
(Ye- Gr)
9 and

2,

utilize
a -computer.$o compute the value
value of X,
as (XC- GK) + G,
.

The details

of this

computation

to sense ;K

are presented

, which provides

a measure of

of G% , and generate

in Section

the

2.3.2.3.

There are a number of mechanizations
of true accelerometers
and integrating
accelerometers
(or velocity
meters).
Although a linear suspension of a proof
mass yields perhaps conceptually
the simplest design, the suspension of the
pendulous accelerometer
design is more commonly used.
In this design a pendulum is oriented so that the arm of the pendulum is perpendicular
to the sensitive axis.
Pendulum

Sensitive

AXiS

The pendulous gyro integrating
accelerometer
(PGIA), which is a form of
a gyroscope having an unbalanced gimbal as the
velocity
meter, utilizes
acceleration
sensitive
element.
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2.3.1.2.2

True Accelerometer

Equations
i.e.,
a device which indicates
dominates; hence,

For a true accelerometer,
directly,
the spring term k

acceleration
(2.3.55)

2.3.1.2.3

Integrating

Accelerometer

For an integrating
predominates and:
h(s)
2.3.1.2.4

accelerometer
z

Inertial

or velocity

(g<(s)

-

Accelerometer

meter the term *
-xc9

2.3.2

2

Double
Integrating
~~

For a distance

Equations

2

-&

meter,

G,.sl)

(2.3.56)

Equations

sX predominates
( $i.,w

the damping term

-

G,(s))

and:
(2.3.57)

Sensing Techniaues

The basic inertial
sensors used in generating navigation
measurements,
have been described in previous sections.
the gyrospope and the accelerometer,
In this section,
the application
of these inertial
sensors to the problem of
determining
the position
and velocity
of a vehicle is presented.
The process of determining
position
and velocity
from inertial
sensors is
called inertial
navigation.
Several significant
features of inertial
navigation warrant emphasis:
navigation
techniques,
inertial
naviga1. Unlike all other conventional
tion requires no external
information
to be received at the vehicle to
determine position
and velocity;
Other techniques require the
reception
of either visual of radio information;
or, in the case of
Inertial
information.
radar, to radiate and receive back reflected
navigation
is unique in that it is selfcontained.
It navigates by
sensing motion of the vehicle and calculating
the changes in position
and velocity
after an initial
alignment.
2.

By its very nature, the fundamental inertial
measurements of the
vehicle motion must be made on board the vehicle.
Hence, if vehicle
position
and velocity
information
must be known at some point other
than the vehicle,
e.g. at an earth-fixed
command and control center,
then the use of inertial
techniques requires communication of the
inertial
measurement information
from the vehicle.

The presentation
which follows is descriptive
of only the most elementary
The discussion
has been formulated to emphasize
forms of inertial
navigation,
the principles
which form the basis for the techniques.
In the past 25 years
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a number of sophisticated
inertial
systems have evolved through development of
ballistic
missile,
boost vehicle,
and spacecraft
aircraft,
cruise missile,
navigation
systems.
For more detailed
descriptions
of these systems the reader
is referred to the references
in this monograph and to the technical
literature.
2.3.2.1

Inertial

Platform

Mechanization

- Inertial

Measuring Unit

The inertial
platform mechanization
of an inertial
measuring unit is a
sensor which provides acceleration
signals that are resolved along known
coordinates.
It is conventionally
a platform which is supported by a set of
three (or four) gimbals, as shown in Figure 2.3.2.
Usually the inner gimbal
serves as the stable element and contains the three gyros and three accelerometers,
The function
of the three gyros is to maintain the orientation
of
usually to be inertially
fixed or to maintain a locally
level
the platform,
orientation.
The functions
of the three accelerometers
are to generate total
measured accelerations,
i.e.,
to measure the vector sum of the inertial
and
gravitational
acceleration.
The accelerometers
may be either "true accelerometers" or may be integrating
accelerometers
which generate the integral
of
inertial
plus gravitational
acceleration.
The orientation
of the stable member is maintained by an attitude
control
loop around the platform such that angular errors sensed by the gyroscopes are amplified
to drive the motors on the appropriate
gimbals; the
gimbals reorient
the platform to drive the gyroscope angular error to zero.
Major variations
from the inertial
measuring unit described above consist of
four gimballed platforms,
inside-out
configurations
(stable member as the
outermost gimbal), and variations
on the number and kind of accelerometers
mounted on the platform itself,
The platform
orientation
loop will now be presented for
platform maintained to be angularly
fixed in inertial
space.

a three

gimbal
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.-I

I

I

I

outer
%;vnbd

\

Figure 2.3.2
Three Gimbal Inertial
From Equation
transform yields:

(2,3.36),

assuming

Hpe

Platform
negligible

and taking

the Laplace

Hence:

e=
Taking the Laplace transform

(2.3.58)
of Equation

(2.3.40)

yields:

It will now be assumed that a platform servo is used to correct any
deviations
of the platform by appropriately
torquing the platform through
torquers mounted along each gimbal.
Let the platform servo transfer
function
be:
(2.3.60)
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Hence, the total

torque

acting

zTy
where To,,
Ty

about the

=

some disturbance

=

servo torque

torques
&
T..

f

axis

will

be

= -Ly + Tzy

(2.3.61)

torque

Equations (2.3.1),
(2.3.2).
(2.3.3).
control loop as shown in Figure-(2.3.3).-

Disturbance

y

I-

and (2,3.4)

may be combined to form a

r-i---lIL,

L.lz~j-t
3

+

2.3.3

Single Axis Stabilization
the Y Axis of an Inertial
50

\

++

,3

‘+
3
cl-

Disturbance
torques,
control torques

Figure

f

Loop for
Platform

Q,

requires
coupling

simultaneous torquing of the middle and outer gimbals.
This physical
of the middle and outer gimbals is usually done using resolvers.

The three gimballed platform
just discussed is effective
and practical
when the middle gimbal angular deflection
can be limited
to approximately
plus
or minus 60 or 70 degrees.
This angular deflection
restriction
may be too
stringent
a requirement upon vehicle motion.
If the vehicle motion forces the
middle gimbal of Figure 2.3.1 through 90°, the platform
outer gimbal axis
becomes aligned with the inner gimbal axis, and it becomes impossible for the
platform
(inner gimbal) to rotate about its Z axis.
The consequence of this
condition
is that the platform
cannot null attitude
errors in this condition
and may lose accuracy or ?zmble~'losing
the attitude
reference altogether.
This situation
is prevented by incorporating
a fourth gimbal, as shown in
Figure 2.3.4, which is automatically
driven to try to maintain orthogonality
between the second and third gimbals.
The condition
wherein the middle gimbal
of a three
gimballed platform becomes aligned with the outer gimbal is called
gimbal lock.

third
4

;hba\

fourth
p&al

Figure

2.3.5

Four Gimbal Platform
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2.3.2.2

Strap-Down System Mechanization

- Inertial

Measuring

Unit

The strap-down system mechanization
of an inertial
measuring unit is
similar
to the inertial
platform mechanization
described above, in that it
provides acceleration
signals that are resolved along known coordinates.
In
addition,
like the inertial
platform mechanization,
the strap-down system
mechanization
utilizes
three gyroscopes and three accelerometers.
Unlike
however, these accelerometers
and
the inertial
platform mechanization,
gyroscopes of the strap-down mechanization
are mounted directly
to the
vehicle frame.
Although the accelerometers
generate acceleration
signals
along vehicle axes, the integration
of acceleration
to determine inertial
position
and velocity
requires that the components of acceleration
be either
explicitly
or implicitly
determined along the coordinates
of a non-rotating
reference frame.
Many possible mechanizations
may be used to perform the
required integration.
For simplicity
and clarity
of presentation,
the
coordinate frame for integration
chosen for the following
development will
be a non-rotating
inertial
frame.
This frame may be impractical
or inconvenient for some particular
applications;
the reader is referred to the
references for detailed
discussion
of the advantages of different
coordinate
frames for various applications.
Consider an inertial
coordinate frame having orthogonal unit vectors
, and g vehicle-fixed
coordinate frame having orthogonal
's, 'sy
2,
unit vectors =s, 'L+
Assume that the accelerometer
outputs are
generated along theEx
%y and aeZ axes, i.e.,
,s

l

2
A,=+

+ =Ayzsy

Let the matrix of direction
cosines
inertially
fixed frame be T~~oz,,
i.e.,

(2.3.62)

+?&

from the vehicle

fixed

frame to the

where

and

(2.3.63)
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Since it is necessary to determine the inertial
components
of sensed vehicle acceleration,
at least implicitly,
in any mechanization
capable of generating the position
and velocity
of a vehicle,
it is necessary
to define the equivalent
of a mechanization
technique for computing the
matrix of direction
cosines,-(-o(o~.
The techniques for computing the direction
cosine matrix,
TO102,
introduced
in the above paragraphs, merit an introductory
discussion here.
All methods require
Several methods of computing To102 may be used.
The customary
some form of angular information
as a basis for computation.
angular information
is the vehicle angular rate, as sensed by body mounted
rate gyros, although variations
of attitude
gyros with periodic
torquing,
Assume the vehicle angular rate inforfree gyros, etc.,may be employed.
mation to be available,
where the angular rate's
is

then two fundamental techniques for computing the transformation
matrix
~010~. may>e?t$Lized,
based upon the availability
of the angular rate
, namely:
components ;p, g,r
(1) Define
=es* $z5,8, (Y,

a set of three Euler angles between the inertial
and derive expressions of the form:

and vehicle

(2.3.65)

v (0) s c,
These equations may be integrated
to yield the values of
p(c).
The integration
of this set of equations then defines
value of the matrix TO102.
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the instantaneous

An alternate

technique

is to:

(2) Define the initial
value of the transformation
each of the nine elements of the transformation
matrix

matrix,
by direct

and compute
integration.

Although technique (1) has the advantage of only three integrations
versus the nine integrations
of technique (2) above, technique (1) suffers
the disadvantage that a discontinuity
in the equations occurs if a particular
Euler angle passes through a + $0' value, while technique (2) suffers no
The equations for technique (2) may be developed as
such discontinuity.
follows:
From equation

(2.3.63),
(2.3.66)

Thus, the time derivative
inertially
fixed) is:

of (2.3.66)

(noting

that'kX

=o

since

Substituting
(2.3.64)
into (2.3.67),
expanding, and equating
ding components of the vector equation of (2.3.67) yields:

'cx

is

correspon-

Lr,,
=+ a,,- ztG,z
(2.3.68)

Similarly
derived:

for

vectors

'&

and 'e
-t

'

the following

equations

may be

(2.3.69)
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.
Q325

fv

.
A33= p

a,,

- p

433

G3,--+3l

Equations (2.3.68)
and (2.3.69)
indicate
of {a;j(o)cFal.l
future value2 of {Q;;(,t>]
vehicle bo y angular rates
pCt),%+$-j,+e)

that, given the initial
may b;rrmp;np;;.provided

The techniques for generating
simpl.derived
by summing the components of
The derivation
o
axes of rotation.
and b
The interested
not supplement the discussion.
8, 9, and 10.

values
the

using Euler angular rates are.
and 't
along the+
0
is quite lengthy and wkl?d
reader is referred
to References

With the determination
of the {QLj), the values of ‘&:A,,&
be computed using equation (2.3.63).
The only remaining step in the devzz
opment is to compute inertial
position
and velocity
from ‘Ax, ‘Ay, ‘A*
This computation is derived in the next section.
l

2.3.2.3

Position

and Velocity

Computations

and Schuler

Tuning

The use of an inertially
stabilized
platform,
as discussed in section
2.3.2.1,
permits the three platform-mounted
orthogonal accelerometers
to
directly
sense the components of acceleration
(inertial
minus gravitational)
in a non-rotating
inertial
reference frame.
Denote this measured acceleration
as:
&=A
where

'gF ,k,

,'ss

,k,+

Aky+

are inertially

fixed

A&.
(non-rotating)unit

(2.3.70)

vectors

The use of a strap-down systm mechanization,
as described in section
now
permits
the
computation
of
the
components
of acceleration
(;3.;2),
as
indicated
in
equation
(2.3.70).
F,
Y, ‘AZ 9
The inertial
computation of position
and velocity
may now be carried
out as follows:
Since the response of the accelerometers
is usually extremely rapid compared
with the comparatively
steady acceleration
of the vehicle,
the sensed
acceleration
'#, may be well approximated by the equation:

&= i&G
where
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(2-3.71)

and

The vector

5

is the position

of the vehicle

in inertial

coordinates.

Equation (2.3.71)
is the vector equation equivalent
of equation (2.3.55)
derived in section 2.3.1.2,
except that case acceleration$&(s)has
been
Note that the g in the above equation
replaced with the vehicle acceleration.
is the magnitude of the local acceleration.
The objective
which the position
be developed; i.e.,
be computed from:

of this section,
to indicate
the inertial
techniques by
and velocity
of a vehicle may be determined, may now
the position
s(tiand
velocity
t/&J of the vehicle may
-t

t/o
Equation
indicated

(2.3.71)
in Figure

may be combined to form'the

Computation Loop
r-I-------------------,
Accelerometer
Sensed
Acceleration
A (t>

diagram

Gravity
-

I i3 I

I
I
I
I
I

-

_____

Figure 2.3.6
and Velocity
Computation
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I

Computation
K4

I
1 eereK=?=/
L.-----,---

of Position

v (t)
, -

a (t> = v (t>
.

I

t
I
I
I

Mechanization

block

2.3.6.

d

in an Inertial

Measuring

Unit

If
function

)< is slowly varying or constant in Figure 2.3.6, then the transfer
of the components of s&land xl%) may be written
as:

Ekquations (2.3.73)
characteristic
equation

display an undamped natural
of the computation system:
W=

(K)

‘It.

The frequency w is called the Schuler
the earth has a value of 84.4 minutes.

frequency

from the

(2.3 -74)
frequency,

and at the surface

The fact that the pure inertial
system has an undamped frequency
characteristic
produces difficulties
with respect to error propagation;
these difficulties
are discussed in section 2.5.
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2,4

OBSERVATION-STATEVECTORRELATIONSHIP

As discussed previously,
the objective
of making navigation
observations
is to acquire sufficient
information
to permit accurate determination
of the
An essential
relationship
vehicle
state vector,
i.e.,
position
and velocity.
that must accompany the measured values of the navigation
observables (where
essential
means essential
in the sense.that
the vehicle state cannot be
computed without it) is a set of general equations relating
the vehicle
state
vector to the value of the navigation
observable.
The set of general equations
relating
the vehicle state vector to the value of the navigation
observables
is simply an identity
relationship
for the inertial
systems previously
discussed (forthe
inertial
measuring unit and strap-down inertial
systems
the output of the
described in paragraph 2.3.2 >, since through integration
Also, in the case of
inertial
systems discussed is the vehicle state vector.
radar range and range-rate
under radiation
sensors, again the relationship
of
the vehicle
state vector to the measured value is an identity
relationship
for
the radially
oriented components of position
and velocity
sensed by the range
The situation
for the angular measuring
and range-rate
radars, respectively.
sensors and for occultation
measurements is,however, entirely
different.
Several difficulties
with the use of angular measurements as navigation
Firstly,
the measurement of angle is strictly
a function
observables are noted:
of position
(discounting
the negligible
effects
of aberration);
hence, velocity
dependent information
can only be acquired by making angular observations
Secondly, a single measurement of angle.provides
information
separated in time.
only that the position
of the vehicle is on a surface of revolution
formed by
rotating
a.circle
about a chord line segment formed by the navigation
objects.
If one of the navigation
objects is a star, the length of AB is very large,
and vehicle motion, near some near body B (within
the solar system), occurs
very close to B, in which case the actual surface can be well approximated by
the familiar
navigation
cone of position.
If the navigation
objects
A and B
are on near bodies, as, for example, on the lunar and earth surfaces for midcislunar
flight,
the conical approximation
for the surface is invalid
although
linear approximations
may still
be used.
The navigation
problem becomes complex
if a set of angular measurements must be processed in an exact fashion to generate the vehicle position
and velocity.
Even in the case of generating vehicle
position
from three exact independent simultaneously
measured angles, the
situation
is unwieldy,
since an exact computation must carry out the following
steps:
(1) d erive the equations for each surface which is the locus of points
producing the value of each of the three angular measurements, (2) compute the
three lines of intersections
which the three surfaces form, and (3) compute
the point or points of intersection
of the three intersection
lines.
The navigation
computations are also complex if an exact (non-linearizrd)
method of solution
is followed for the generation of vehicle position
and
velocity
from planet occultation-time
measurements.
Any planet occultationtime measurement requires only that the vehicle position
must lie on an approximately conical surface generated by rotating
a ray from the radiation
source
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around the surface of the planet (which degenerates to a cylindrical
surface
Since occultation
measurements cannot in general
for star radiation
sources).
be made simultaneously,
the exact computation of vehicle position
and velocity
can only be carried out by utilizing
the vehicle
equations of motion.
The state of the art in navigation
has not advanced to the point where
these.more exact techniques are utilized,
due principally
to the fact that
sufficiently
excellent
accuracy in the navigation
computations can be obtained
by using simplified
linear relationships
between the navigation
observables
and the vehicle state vector.
The following
subsections present the simplified
linear relationships
for
a single fix which are excellent
approximations
provided deviations
of vehicle
position
from a %ominal" position
are sufficiently
small.
Acknowledgement is given to Richard H. Battin
(Reference 4) whose book
was of significant
assistance
in the preparation
of this section.
2.4.1.

Sun PJ.anet Measurement

Let I2 be the nominal position
vector of the vehicle with respect to the
sun (s) &d 2 the vector from a nominal position
of the vehicle to a planet
It
is
assumed
that
the
positions
of
the
sun
and
planet are known accu@zL
Then, a deviation
in vehicle position
from the nominal position
rately.
produces a change in the sun-planet angle.
The following
sketch defines the
geometry to be used in the analysis:
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If
A and A* are the nominal and measured angles respectively
it can be seen from the above sketch that
and Q.,

between

S

(2.4.1)

The unit vectors ,hl
and &I
are defined to be perpendicular
to 5
ancl ,z,
and ,z.
If the dot product
respectively,and
in the plane determined byE
of $R- is now taken with
nl and 02 it is seen that
04,
(2.4.2)

Equations (2.4.2)
are valid expressions providing
$,
and 6A2 are very
small, or alternately,(S[R'
h( 1g.r and \SQ\<< \3_\ . The very nature of the
analysis
automatically
satisfies
these conditions
because Cg is a small
position
deviation
from the nominal position.
From Equation

(2.4.2)

it

is seen that

(2.4.3)

(2.4.4)

or
(2.4.5)

Equation
position

(2.4.5)
is the final
result that relates the angular
deviations
for the sun-planet measurement.

measurement and

The above result
can be thought of as the general expression for a measurement of the angle between two bodies of a finite
distance away. Consider the
The follomg
sketch illustrates
locus of points defined by such a measurement.
such a locus in two dimensions.
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Elementary plane geometry can be used to determine the locus as part of
a circle,.
having a chord defined by the line
S P2 . The locus in three
dimensions can be thought of as the surface of revolution
of the circle
about
Part of this surface is shown below.
the chord.
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It is seen that for every angle that is measured between the two bodies,
there is a corresponding
surface of revolution.
Hence,when a deviation
in the
angle is measured, it can be thought of as the measure of the separation
For regions close to a nominal position
& , this
between the two surfaces.
separation thus defines a family of sp vectors,
all of which satisfy
The foIlowing
sketch gives a pictorial.
representation
of the
Equation (204,5)r
family of $2 's.

surface
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A new surface,Wurface
Asi" can be associated with the measured angle A3:-.
"Surface Aa! is the surface determined by the nominal Angle, A. In effect,
SA is an indirect
measure of the separation
of these surfaces.
It is now
apparent that the information
defining
a unique SE must come from at least
three independent measurements.
2.4.2

Planet-Planet

Measurement

The planet-planet
measurement is analytically
similar
to the sun-planet
measurement.
All equations and sketches are exactly the same if the vector4
is interpreted
as the position
vector from some planet (Pl) to the vehicle.
2.4.3

Planet-Star

The result
of
to the planet-star
the lines of sight
bA,--r
0 . Hence,

Measurement
the analysis for the sun-planet measurement can be extended
measurment by letting
(S(-D 00 . Under these conditions,
to the star are parallel
and the angular deviation
the angular relations
reduce to:

A” =
where
The following

A-t

St-4 =
sketch

$A,

(2.4.6

SAL

shows the geometry
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of the planet-star

case.

>

Equation

(2.4.5)

now becomes
(2.4.j)

2.4.4

Sun-Star

Measurement

Just as the planet-planet
analysis
it can also be extended to the sun-star
result is

was extended to the planet-starcase,
case by letting
@/ + 00 . The

(244.8)
2.4.5

PLanet Diameter

The following
meter measurement.

Measurement

sketch

defines

the geometry to be used in the planet

dia-

Let A be the diameter angle of a planet viewed from some nominal position in space.
Z is position
of the planet with respect to the vehicle and
& is some posityon vector of the vehicle.
For nominal conditions
it'is
seen
that
(2.4.9 >

Thus,for small deviations
is obtained as follows:

from nominal,

a relationship
-e D
2

co5

or

-cl2
P

between

SA

and SZ

(2.4,X')
(2r4.11)
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The scalar quantity
dz
can be thought of as the change of the vector
in the radial direction
to the planet center.
If 2 is a unit vector in the
g direction,
the scalar change in
IfS( is
(2.4.12)
This equation can now be written
the planet and the origin of g
Hence

in terms of SRby noting that the position
are assumed to be known very accurately.

s+z
Small deviations

in vehicle

=
position

SQ is the null vector because there
be&tg off the nominal position.

and Equation

(2.4.12)

(a known vector)

(2r4.13)

thus obey the equation

is no deviation

s,R = -

ThUS

Q

of

sg

in ,S

due to the vehicle
(2.4414)

becomes
cz

= -

a*

s,R

(2.4.15)

The diameter angle deviation
can now be written
in terms of the position
deviation
vector by combining Equations (2,4,1l.)
and (2.4.15).
(2.4416)

2,466

Star Occultation

Measurement

As a vehicle passes through a nominal trajectory,
the time for which a
star is aligned with the edge of a planet and the vehicle
can be predicted.
This event is called a star occultation.
The observer in a vehicle that is
slightly
off the nominal trajectory
will witness the alignment at a slightly
different
time.
This information
can be used in a manner that is analogous
to previously
mentioned measurements in order to determine the position
deviation
of the vehicle.
The following
sketch shows the nominal and actual
positions
of the vehicle and planet during an occultation
measurement.
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NOMINAL
MHICLE
POSITION

El and .E2 define the position
of the point of tangency of the
The vectors
line of sight and center of the planet at the nominal and actual positions,
If the occultation
time deviation
is St,
both the planet and
respectively.
the vehicle will move a certain distance from their nominal positions,
In
addition
to the movement in time St,
the vehicle will be displaced from the
nominal position
by an additional
amount Sg due to the fact that it was not
on the nominal trajectory
originally,
If the velocity
of the vehicle is v,
As a result,
it will travel
a distance
y St during the occultation
time.
the total displacement
of the vehicle from the nominal position
is
A;

=

which is the sum of the original
occultation
time,

s!z

+ y b*

position

(2.4.17)

deviation

and the movement during

the

Just as the vehicle moves during the occultation
time, so does the planet.
V bt during the
If the planet has a velocity
VP, it moves a distance
occultation
time.
The vectors
ll
and E2 are defined 3 o be along the lines
Now the folof sight from the point of observation
to the point of tangency,
lowing vector equation may be written
se

-I- y5-t

+ &-

er-y,$t

+&-Al -1

= o_

(2.4.18)

The unit vector c is now defined to be in the plane determined by the two lines
of sight and perpendicular
to ,Nl (and ,N2)* The dot product of e and equation (2.4,18) may now be taken.

But c-g,

= ~,~,=O

because they are orthogonal.

Thus

or
(2.4.21)
where

=

relative
planet.

velocity

Equation (2.4.21)
is a very interesting
to the planet during the actual occultation
nominal position,
then the
e-ka>
and Equation (2.4.21)
reduces To

of vehicle

with

respect

to the

If the point of tangency
result.
is the same as the predicted
term is zero because g2 = 51
(2.4.22)

Equation (2.4.22)
is the standard
in the literature
(Reference 4).
term
introduces
an
p -@c !!,I
the poi>ts of tangency are not the
2.4.7
planet

Star Elevation

occultation
equation that is normally seen
It must be realized that the absence of the
error in the expression for cases in which
same.

Measurement

Let A be the angle from a star to the edge of a planet and Zy
diameter angle measurement as shown in the following
sketch:

the

As before, the vector
R defines the position
of the vehicle and 2 is
a vector from the vehicle to the planet center.
3 is a unit vector in the 5
direction
and & is a unit vector perpendicular
to ^1, and in the plane of
the diameter measurement.
c is also in the diameter measurement plane but is
perpendicular
to the line to the planet's
edge, Now consider the angle A*&
as the angle in a planet-star
measurement,
Making use of Equation (2.4.71,
the following
relationship
is obtained:
(2.4.23)
Again, making use of a previous
it is seen that

derivation

on the planet

6Y = *g$gThe combination

of Equations

(2.4.23)

and (2.4.24)

diameter

measurement,
(2.4.24)

yields
(2.4.25)
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or
$4

=

3
-t
c

p?!f
-

, Equation

Remembering

.$$

2SLcIoJ% 1
(2,4.26)
becomes

(2.4.26)

(2.4.27)
But, the vectors e ,G , and m are linearly
dependent
expressed as a linear combinaaon of 3,
and 2.

so that-f

can be

or

so

P
-=

cos y
The combination

of Equations

22 - i?RA/ Y 2
(2,4,27)

and (2.4.30)

(2.4.30)
yields
(2.4.31)
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2.4.8

Star-Landmark

Measurement

The geometry of the star-landmark
system is defined in the following
vector of the landmark with respect to the planet
sketch. E is the position
centers.

If the figure is examined closely,
it is apparent that this case is
analogous to the star-planet
measurement where 5 t,P and 2 can be considered
to be analogous to 5 and &,
respectively
in the star-planet
case.
Hence

&A =

2r * 6.8
P

(2.4.32)

which becomes
(2.4.33)
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2.4.9

Elevation

and Azimuth Angle Measurement

Consider the
some platform that
measurement may be
"El', respectively.

angular measurement of a planet landmark with respect to
is stabilized
with respect to two stars.
The ang-.iLar
expressed in terms of azimuth and elevation
angles "A" and
The following
sketch shows the geometry of the analysis:

t

I

k-7---:
I&=--

A
--s-e

/
_-----

X

/

-n
--A
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From previous work on the star-landmark
measurement;.the
information
contained in such a measurement is the component of s R in a direction
that is
perpendicular
to the g + P vector in the plane detegned
by the star and the
platform can be thought of as defining
the direcvector g + 2. The stabilizd
tion to two stars.
Hence, the information
contained in the azimuth and
elevation
measurement is represented by the components of b 2 in the direction
of G andxe,
respectively.

The unit vectors tl, and 71e can be expressed
components as folI5ws:
=sinAL+
aa
-

in terms of rectangular

cos AJ

Cartesian

(2.4.36)

= sin E cos A i - sin E sin A 2 + cos E &
ne
and using

Rewriting
equations (2.4.34) and (2.4.X)
(2.4.36)
and (2.4.3'7),
it is seen that
sA =(sinAL+cosAJ+OIC)

(2.4.37)

l

equations

6~
(2.4.38)

Ii?'Pl
6E

or in matrix

=( sinEcos

AL-

sin E sin A 2 + cos E k)
I 4fP -I

form
cos A
- + q
Iis

0

- sinE sin A
Iis + -Ip
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sR
(2.4439)

2
I[ I
'SR

ii

sin E cos A

l

cos E
CF-I

*Aa

ICC.$ E

(2,4.'+0)

But

=H*6R

so

(2.4.41)

where
Hz

1

(s+PI

sin A

cos A

sin E cos A

-sinE
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0
sinA

1

cos E

(2,4,42)

2.5

OBSERVATIONERRORS

A significant
portion of the errors in the final values of the navigation
estimates of position
and velocity,
even after smoothing of redundant data,
is caused by errors in the navigation
measurements themselves.
Often the
most difficult
requirements to be met by the navigation
system
are its
accuracy requirements.
Hence, the evaluation
of errors is a fundamental
task in the analyses of navigation
systems.
It is thus appropriate
to consider in detail the analytical
methods and techniques which may be applied
to the various kinds of errors which occur in navigation
measurements.
In
this section the various error sources which contaminate the navigation
observation
measurements are introduced
and analytical
techniques for their
evaluation
are presented.
The discussion
consists of a treatment of radiation
sensor errors and inertial
sensor errors.
2.5.1

Radiation

Sensor Errors

The two types of basic radiation
sensors which may be categorized
as
current state of the art are sensors which are sensitive
to electromagnetic
radiation
in the visible
region and sensors which are sensitive
to radiation
to the optical
in the radio frequency region.
The sensors which are sensitive
frequencies
are for the most part line-of-sight
instruments
whose function
is to measure the angular relationship
of the line-of-sight
to either a platform reference or a second line-of-sight.
Since the measurements for this
kind of sensor are angular measurements, the errors which dominate the total
instrument
inaccuracy are most frequently
the mechanical read-out devices.
These errors are non-electrcmagnetic
in nature and will notbe discussed
here.
Another type of error discussed affects
optical
instruments,
however.
These errors are associated with uncertainties
in the path of the radiation
through space before arriving
at the instrument,
and include
two types of
errors:
atmospheric refraction
and horizon-induced
diffraction.
The
other categories
of radiation
sensors discussed consist of sensors sensitive
notably radar.frequencies.
to the radio frequencies,
The errors discussed
describe all the major sources of inaccuracies
in the optical
and radar
sensors.
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2.5.1.1

Signal-to-Noise

Ratio

The signal-to-noise
ratio
noise, and hence is the logical
the random errors in radiation
immediately following,

is fundamental to the discussion
of radiation
point of departure leading to a discussion
of
phenomena which are discussed in the sections

Since noise is the chief factor limiting
the sensitivity
of an observation
sensor,.it
is necessary to obtain some means of describing
it quantitatively.
Noise is unwanted electromagnetic
energy which interferes
with the ability
of
It may originate
within the sensor
a sensor to detect the wanted signal.
If the sensor were to
itself,
or it may enter along with the desired signal.
operate in a perfectly
noise-free
environment so that no external
sources of
noise accompanied the desired signal,
and if the sensor itself
were so perfect
exist an unavoidthat it did not generate any excess noise, there would still
able component of noise generated by the thermal motion of the conduction
This is called thermal
electrons
in the electronic
components of the sensor.
noise, or Johnson noise, and is directly
proportional
to the temperature of
the ohmic portions of the circuits
and proportional
to the bandwidth of the
The available
thermal noise power generated by a receiver
sensor circuitry.
T (degrees Kelvin)
of bandwidth 6, (in cycles per second) at a temperature
is equal to
available
where

K = Roltzmann's

thermal-noise

constant

=

power

=

KTB,

(2.5.1)

1.38 x 1O-23 joule/deg.

If the temperature
T is taken to be 290°K, which corresponds approximately to room temperature
(62OF), the factor
kT is 4 x 10m21 watt/cps of
If the sensor circuitry
were at some other temperature,
the thermal
bandwidth.
noise power would be correspondingly
different.
It should be noted that the bandwidth
8,
of Equation (2.5.1) is not the
3 - db, or half-power,
bandwidth commonly employed by electronic
engineers.
It is an integrated
bandwidth and is given by

(Mdf

.*riH

(2a5.2)

81, =
1H 621"
where

H(f)

= frequency-response

fo = frequency

characteristic

of maximum response

of sensor circuitry
(usually

occurs

at midband)

When H(f)
is normalized to unity at midband (maximum response frequency),
H(fo) = 1. The bandwidth 8% is called the noise bandwidth and is the bandwidth of an equivalent
rectangular
filter
whose noise-power output is the same
as the filter
with characteristic
H(f).
The noise power in practical
sensors is usually
accounted for by thermal noise alone.
The additional
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much greater than can be
internal
noise components

are due to mechanismsother
than the thermal agitation
of the conduction
electrons,
A discussion
of the additional
noise is given in Section 2.2.1.4,
"Noise," which also discusses sources of external noise.
Two useful quantities
that are frequently
used to describe the noise in a
system are the signal-to-noise
ratio and the noise figure.
The signal-to-noise
ratio is defined to be the ratio of the power of the desired signal-to-the-noise
power.
S
signal power
-=
N
noise power
This ratio is a measure of the relative
amount of noise accompanying a
signal.
The lower the signal-to-noise
ratio,
the more difficult
it becomes
measure of the noise characteristics
of a sensor can
to detect the signal,
be obtained by comparing the noise power out of a practical
sensor to that of
This ratio is called the noise
an ideal sensor at some standard temperature.
figure,
FR , If the ideal sensor has no other than Johnson noise, its noise
output is kT 6,~ 4
. Therefore,
A

where

No =

noise

output

G,

=

available

TO

=

standard

noise

out of practical

noise

out of ideal

sensor

sensor at standard

temp.,

T

from sensor

gain
temperature

= 290°K

Now, the noise output of a sensor may be considered to be equal to the
product of the thermal-noise
power obtained from an ideal sensor and a factor
called the noise figure,
P . The noise figure may be interpreted
as a measure of signal-to-noise
ratio degradation as the signal passes through the
sensor.
This can be seen if the gain is thought of as the ratio of the output
.
signal power to the input signal power ( So/Si ) and the quantity
kT,B&
is
taken to be the input noise
NL in an ideal sensor,
Hence

Using the above equation,

Assuming that
corresponding
as

the input

signal

power may be expressed

the input noise is kT,B,
, the minimum detectable
to the minimum signal-to-noise
ratio at the output

as

signal power
can be written

(2.5.6)
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signal of a sensor can be obtained
Hence, an estimate of the minimum detectable
from the noise bandwidth, noise figure and the minimum signal-to-noise
ratio of
the output,
Another convenient parameter used to express the noise characteristic
of
Using this parameter is equivaa sensor is the effective
noise
temperature.
lent to using the noise figure as is shown by the following
analysis.
The definition
of noise
sensor compared to the noise

figure is the ratio of the total noise
of an ideal sensor at 290OK.

out of a

out

Hence,

where AN is the additional
at 290OK).
Rewriting

Equation

noise

(2.5.7)

introduced

by the sensor

(not

necessarily

as

and defining
the effective
temperature,
which would account for the noise AN
noise figure can be written
as

Te, as that
at the output

temperature at the input
(AN = kTe 8. GJ, the

(2.5.9)
or
(2.5.10)
It should be emphasized that the effective
noise temperature of a sensor
is not necessarily
equal to the physical noise temperature of the sensor input.
Rather, it is a convenient parameter to use in order to represent the noise
beyond that exhibited
by the ideal sensor at 290°K, i.e.,
(2.5.11)
Both the noise figure and effective
temperature are measures of the additional
noise introduced
by a sensor due to the fact that it is not at 290°K and other
sources of internal
noise.
Since there are many sources of noise in a system and its environment,
it
sometimes becomes necessary to combine all the sources into an equivalent
source which can be represented as an equivalent
system noise figure or noise
Usually the system can be broken down into a cascade of compotemperature.
F, gain, G, and noise bandwidth, &
.
nents each having its own noise figure,
It should be noted that each component could be any transmission
medium that
has noise such as the atmosphere as well as any electronic
equipment used to
78

If the medium considered has losses, the gain may be
transmit the signal,
L, (L = l/C
) is sometimes used.
less than one, in which case a loss factor,
The overall noise figure for a cascade system will now be derived for two
components in cascade and generalized
to N components in cascade.
Consider
two components in cascade, each with the same noise bandwidth but with different noise figures and available
gain.
available
gain, respectively,
of
Let F1. G1, be the noise figure,and
the first
component and F2, G2, be similar
parameters for the second component.
The problem is to find
Fo, the over-all
noise figure for the cascaded system.
From the definition
of noise figure,
the output noise
No of the two components
in cascade is
(2.5.12)

where

Gl G2 is the total

cascade gain.

This must be equal to the noise from component 1 at the output of component 2 plus the noise introduced by component 2. The total noise from
component 1 at its own output is kT0 FJp, F,
This includes both Johnson
noise and additional
imperfect
sensor internal
Aoise ( P Nl).
This noise
at
the
output
of
component
2.
The
additional
noise
becomes kTo %%%
'?
introduced by component 2 can be found from Equation (2.5.8) as

Hence,

a
Dividing

= &T,%,,F, G,G; + (f’r-\\r &B,G,
the above expression

= r, kTo 6,G,

by kT,RwG,GC

G,

(2.5.14)

yields

Fe = F, $ F -I
(2.5.15)
-+-This expression can be generalized
to the total
system noise figure
Fo as a
function
of the noise figures
of N cascaded components and their resoective
gains as followsl

5-I

Fm =F;+
The noise temperature
Equation (2.5.16) as

+ .3L.+

G,

for

G, CL

. . . . 3,

r,
G, G&-‘-’

the cascaded system can be obtained
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- I
G#-(

(2.5.16)

by rewriting

or

-I- OC
=c-

=

-r \e
-73

Tze
% To

+

+ --- +

Ttta
G,G;---G-, -G

or finally

where

Toe

=

the effective

overall

Tne

=

the effective

temperature

system temperature
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of the Nth component

(2.5.17)

2.5.1.2

Noise Errors

in Radar Memurements

The ability
of a radar to detect
the presence
of an echo signal
is
Likewise,
noise is the factor
that limits
fundamentally
limited
by noise.
the accuracy
with which the radar signals
may be estimated.
The parameters
usually
of interest
in radar applications
are the range,
or time delay,
and the angle of arrival.
The amplitude
or doppler
velocity,
the range rate,
but its precise
value is usually
of the echo signal
might also be measured,
insofar
as it influences
the signal-to-noise
ratio.
not important
except
the theoretical
accuracies
for radar
In the following
analysis,
To simplify
the analysis,
it is assumed
measurements
will
be derived.
This is a reasonable
that the signal
is large
compared with the noise.
since the signal-to-noise
ratio
must be relatively
large
assumption,
Furthermore,
as will
be shown, large
if the detection
is to be reliable.
It is
signal-to-noise
ratios
are necessary
for accurate
measurements.
also assumed that
the error
associated
with a measurement
of a particular
parameter
is independent
of the errors
in any of the other parameters.
The validity
of this assumption
depends upon the availability
of a large
signal-to-noise
ratio.

2.5.1.2.1
Consider

Sinusoidal

Amplitude,

a continuous

sine

A
where f is the frequency
is shown in the following

Frequer+..gnd

Phase Measurement ErroF

wave

S/d (2*-f-t

and $6 the
sketch.

phase.
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-t $25)
One period

(2.5.19)
of the

sine

wave

The accompanying
noise n(t)
causes the
the true amplitude
by an amount AA=*),
amplitude
is therefore

apparent
amplitude
The rms error
in

to differ
measuring

from

ffz
SA
The relative

error

=

(2.5.20)

is

(2.5.21)
where S/N is the
may be considered
crosses
the zero
crossing
is

signal-to-noise
power ratio.
The measurement
of phase
as the measurement
of the time at which the waveform
axis.
The error
in determining
the time of a particular

at

=

M4
slope

of sine

wave at

zero

crossing

(2.5.22)
The slope
fore,

of the

Since #=ZV+'&

the

sine

wave iszpf\at

phase

error~#=2~fbt

the

point

of zero

crossing,

There-

is

(2.5.24)
The period
same slope.

T is the time between two successive
zero crossings
of the
The rms error
in measuring
the period
will
therefore
be
times the single
zero-crossing
rms error, assuming that the
yr
zero-crossing
measurements
are independent.
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The erro9r
&,,wz 7

in period6Tis
; therefore,

related

Sf’
2.5.1.2.2

_Ranneccur
A

to the

2’ri‘

f

error

(s/&p

in

frequency

nf

by

(2.5.25)

ac

The measurement
of range is the measurement
of time delayT,=
z k/c
where c is the velocity
of light.
One method of determing
range with
a pulsed waveform is to measure the time at which the leading
edge
of the pulse crosses
the threshold
as shown in the following
sketch:

Rectangular

Pulse

Plus

,

Noise

Threshold
---e-

.
The
is shown by the solid
curve.
uncorrupted
by noise,
The pulse,
shape of the pul$e is not perfectly
rectangular;
i.e.,
the rise and decay
times are not zero, for this,would
require
an infinite
bandwidth.
The
effect
of th.e noise is to perturb
the shape of the pulse and to shift
The maximum
the time of threshold
crossing
as shown by the dashed curve.
slope (rate
of rise)
of the leading
edge of a rectangular
pulse of
For large sisal-towhere t is the rise time.
amplitude
A is A/t
noise ratios,the
sf:pe
of th$ pulse corrupted
by noise is essentially
From the sketch,the
the same as the slope of the uncorrupted
pulse.
is the
slope of the pulse in noise may be written
asw/b7;where
-4
noise voltage
in the vicinity
of the threshold
crossing and&r,is
the error
Equating
the two expressions
for the slope
in the time-delayed
measurement.
gives
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(2.5.26)

In the above expression,4
assuming
that the signal
If

the

rise

time

of

‘b R ,is equal to twice
power is A'/2
.
the

pulse

Letting
and
where

iv,

and
the

error

the

&=
=

T=
in

the

time

limited

s=

+-

Iv=

NJ3

signal

noise

power

pulse

width,

delay

is

signal-to-noise

by the

bandwidth,

energy,
per unit

bandwidth

can be .written

$TR = [
Recalling

the

&,Ne

1’”

(2.5.28)

that
(2.5.29)

and taking

‘(2
T
Ec 1
-t =gsrr

the derivative

to find&$,

it

is

ZBE/K,
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seen

that

(2.5.30)

ratio
B, then

Now,
bR

=

&&-j"2

(2.5.31)

the l-m.5 time-delay
error
given by equation
For constant
pulse amplitude,
(2.5.27)
is proportional
to the rise
time and is independent
of the pulse
An improvement
in the accuracy
is obtained,
therefore,
by de-'
width.
creasing
the rise
time (increasing
the bandwidth)
or increasing
the signalto-noise
ratio.
2.5.1.2.3

Accuracy of Frequency (or Beppler-Velocity)

A derivation
which is analogous
, can be used to find
Reference
(3)
measurement
of frequency
as

6f

to the range error
derivation
the minimumrms
error
in the

=

in

(2.5.32)

00

where
I;

-'
and s(t)

Measurement

the

input

signal

(zn

t)2AL(t)

=,,-A~+

dt
(2.5.33)

dt

as a function

of

time.

The parameter
o( is called
the effective
time duration
of the
signal.
In radar,
the measurement
error
specified
by equation
(2.5.32)
is that of the doppler
frequency
shift.
The value of 4= for a perfectly
rectangular
pulse of width "? is wzTL/3
; thus the rms frequency
error
iS

This expression
shows that the frequency
measurement
is improved
in
accuracy
as the pulse width is made longer.
It should be noted that the
expression
for Oc used above was for a perfectly
rectangular
pulse which
assumed an infinite
bandwidth.
If a bandwidth-limited
case is considered,
a slightly
different
expression
for * is obtained.
However, o( reduces
in the limit
as the bandwidth
goes to infinity.
to wy-/3
Since
the purpose of #is
section
was to introduce
the best possible
theoretical
accuracy
of the doppler
measurement,
the analysis
will
not be pursued any
longer.
The reader
interested
in finite
bandwidths
and other waveforms
is referred
to any radar systems book.
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2.5.l.2.4

The Uncertainty

Relation

of Radar

The reader is no doubt familiar with the uncertainty
principle
of
quantum mechanics which states that the position and velocity of an electron
or other atomic particle
cannot be simultaneously determined to any degree
Precise
determination
of one parameter
can be had
of accuracy
desired.
This is not the case in radar.
Both
only at the expense of the other.
position
( range or time delay)
and velocityWppler
frequency) may in
theory
be determined
simultaneously
if the appropriate
system parameters
The two uncertainty
principles
to be subsequently
discussed
are specified.
based on classical
apply to different
phenomena, and the radar principle
concepts
should not be confused
with the Physics
principle
that
describes
quantum-mechanical
effects.
In classical
radar there is no
theoretical
limit
to the minimum value of thebr,.sf
product
since the radar
system designer
is free to choose system parameters
that make this
product
as small as desired.
The limits
are practical
ones, such as power
limitations
or the inability
to meet tolerances.
In the quantum- mechanical

case, on the other hand, the observer does not have control
system
by the

over his

as does the radar designer
sincethe
parameters
that are modified
radar designer
are fixed
by the very nature
of the quantum particle.

In order to derive
the analytical
expressions
that
above
rinciples,
use is made of the accuracy
relations
(range B and frequency
(range-rate)
measurements.

illustrate
the
of the time delay

(2.5.34?

where @ is the effective
duration
of pulse.

bandwidth

and &

is

the

effective

time

Now .expressing&R.$fas

it can be seen that the time delay and the frequency
may be simultaneously
measured to as small a theoretical
error
as one desires
by designing
the
radar to yield
a sufficiently
large ratio
of signal
energy
(E) to noise,
power per cycle
(No), or for a fixed
E/No, to select
a radar waveform which
results
in a large value of@&
. Largepo(
products
require
waveforms
long
in duration
and of wide bandwidth.
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2.5.1.2.5

Andar

Accuracy

The measurement
of angular
position
is the measurement
of the angle
The theoretical
ofarrival
of the equiphase
wavefront
of the echo signal.
error
of the angle measurement
may be derived
in a manner similar
l-m4
to the derivation
of time (range)
and frequency
(range-rate)
errors
discussed
previously.
The analogy
between the angular
error
and the time
delay or frequency
error
comes about because the Fourier
Transform
describes
the relationship
between the radiation
pattern
and the aperture
distribution
of an antenna
in a manner similar
to the relationship
between
the time waveform and its frequency
spectrum.
For simplicity,the
angular
be considered.
The analysis
can
in both planes,
if desired.
It
are large and that the noise can
density
function.
Consider
a linear
rectangular
receiving
sketch

in-phase
aperture

error
in one coordinate
plane only will
be extended
to include
angular
errors
is assumed that the signal-to-noise
ratios
be described
by the Gaussian
probability-

receiving
of width-D

antenna
of length
D, or-a
as shown in the following

The amplitude
distribution
across the aperture
denoted A(x).
The (voltage)
gain as a function
dimensional
radiation
patterr$
in the xz plane
D/t
/
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as a function
of the angle
is proportional

of x is
(one
to

When the angle8
is small, SJM~S: 8
as an inverse
Fourier
transform.
Dfz

G,,(el =

A(x)

ew

(2%

and the

X 8)

above equation

dr

is

recognized

the

frequency

(2.5.38)

/
- D/t

This is analogous
to the inverse
Fourier
spectrum
5(G) and the time waveform&),

transform
i.e.,

relating

(2.5.39)

As the antenna
scans at a uniform
angular
rate W, , the received
signal
voltage
from a fixed
point sourcewill
be proportional
to G,,(o',= GycW,~)
If e/A
is associated
with 5 in
and may be considered
a time waveform.
the inverse
Fourier
transform
and x with f, the theoretical
rms error
can
be obtained
by an analogy
to the time-delay
accuracy
expression

I

where

y

is

the

effective

aperture

(2.5.40)

width

defined

by

(2.5.41)
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2.5.1.3

Total

System Noise

The technique for computing total
system noise will be explained via
Consider a radar system whose receiver is at Tre OK and sees
an example.
The system block diagram is shown below.
cosmic noise and atmospheric noise.
Absorbing
Atmosphere

cosmic

Noise

Tat'

TC

From equation
atmosphere is

(2.29),

it

the effective
Tet1 = (Ltl

or

eat

Tre

Ltl

the effective

temperature

of the

of the transmission

line

is

Ttl

Using the effective
temperature
it is seen that
(2.5.18),
T, = Tc + T

Receiver
-

Tat

temperature
- l)

Transmission
Line
Tt1

<

can be seen that

Teat = CLat - I)

Similarly,

Lat

*

+ T

etl

equation

for

components in

Cascade, equation

Lat + Tre Lat Ltl

Te = Tc + <L,t - 1) Tat + ($1 - 1) Ttl Lat + Tre Lat Ltl

.Hence, if the noise parameters of the components of a system are known, the
effective
noise temperature of the system can be calculated
and an estimate
of the expected noise power can be determined by
N=KT,B,
where

N
K
Te
B

=
=
=
=

Noise power in watts
Boltzmann's
constant
Effective
temperature ‘K
Noise band width (CPS)
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2.5.1.4

Atmospheric

Refraction

Errors

Position
and velocity
information
may be deduced by tracking
boost and
An approximate estimate
space vehicles from earth based tracking
stations.
of vehicle position
and velocity
may be generated directly
from the tracking
antenna , gimbal angles, and/or elapsed time measurements for radio signals
These estimates of position
and
to travel from vehicle to ground, etc.
velocity
contain a predictable
or bias error component , however, which may
be removed by analyzing the refractive
effects
of the earth's atmosphere.
The analytical
derivation
follows:
First,
a flat earth model with a horizontally
stratified
atmosphere will
be examined and then a spherical
earth with the index of refraction
a
function
of the distance from the center of the earth will be analyzed.
Consider the electromagnetic
wave traveling
The path that the wave follows
the atmosphere.
sketch.

from some vehicle outside
is shown in the following

/Ookm

0
H
1
E

Observer
Vehicle
Vector Velocity of Hissile
True ElevationAngle
E Observed Elmation
Angle
-d------w6E ElevationAngle
Error
T TotaLRending of Ray
J Burnout Angle Error
r, Cj Unit Polar Coordinate Vectors
i;, 8 Unit Vectors Obtained by
Rotating I: and g through
Anglea
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The total angle?
through which the ray will
through which the tangent to the ray rotates,
to ground can be derived using Snell's
Iaw

be bent, i.e.,
the angle
in going from the vehicle

q,cosz = R, cos( z- “i.‘)
where 31,=
77, =

\+ 6~
I + E,

= index

of refraction

at vehicle,

= index

of refraction

at ground,

'T3 is sufficiently
of l Y ’ ‘k

small so that
and
E
encountered
’
G,

E,

Hence, equation

one can ignore
in practice

s

0.6 x lo-6

S

6.0 x 10m6 at 1000 MC

s

(2.5.42)

(2.5.42)

terms iny

M
0
2.

For the values

at 10,000 MC

300 x 10-6

can be approximated

as
(2.5.1r3)

The error 'angle 6& between line OM and the tangent
derived with the aid of the following
sketch

0
M
G
OL

to the ray at 0 may be

Observer
Vehicle
Point of Ray OM
Tangent to Ray at 0

to OL
ML Perpendicular
S Distance, from 0 to G
Measuredalong
Ray OM
Inclinati~~~.of
Ray at G
d(s)
T(s) Total Bending of Ray at G
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Let ML be the perpendicular
from the vehicle M to the extension OL of the
tangent to the ray at 0. Then $f is the angle whose sin is ML/OM and
ML=

da

I

s/A/ ‘t

uj

(2.5.44)

r

where the integration
is along the ray path r
and "L(A)
is the total
bending at point.&
relative
to the ray direction
at 0. Since OKM is never
very far away from the straight
line OM, equation (2.5.44) may be approximated as
R
4
ML i
S/K P d-2
A
‘cdk = RF,
(2.5.45)
/
0
0

is the average of "L

where ?!

along OM.

(2.5.44)
T

can now be eval.uated

by averaging

$E'(q.Z)

equation

Cl-N

For

where
to E
profile

where

toe

7t.b)

and

H-

'I.6

43

30 km,equation

=

leading

iz

Note that,although
a single observation
of the
determine Q, , g is a function
can be estimated by using
However, Z
from the lower atmosphere (below
to z
following
model
?r,(R)

(2.5.4.3)

to

(2.5.47)

at the surface is necessary to
entire refractive
index profile.
a standard profile.
The contribution
30 km) can be approxjmated by the

I A- c.3 e

- vi-4

(2.5.48)

- I
k%.
(2.5.48)

can be approximated

h

as

is the vehicle's altitude
measured in kilometers.
The contribution
from the ionosphere can be estimated by using the electron density
E

-f

Z,=

=

-0.2 x lo-6
-2.0

at 10,000 mi.

x low6 at 1000 mi.
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The net average value of E is 5s
E,,
equation (2.5.47)
can be used to determine
flat earth model.
The spherical
earth
the index of refraction,
earth Snell's
Law is

d=

angle error

Thus,
for a

For a spherical
earth with
case is now considered.
a function
of the distance
P from the center of the
ea

where 31 = index

+ zz
the elevation

stnf #

= constant

along a ray

(2.5.49)

of refraction

inclination

of ray from the local

vertical.

This expression can be obtained from the generalized
differential
form of
Snell's
Law if the condition
of a spherically
stratified
atmosphere is
The reader is referred to reference 6 for the details
of
utilized.
The following
sketch shows the geometry to be used in the
this derivation.
following
analysis.
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s Distance from 0 to G
\
Measured along Ray OM
d (s) Inclination
of Hay local Vertical at G
(p, (3) Polar Coordinates of G Relative
to Center of Earth
r Length of Straight Iine OG

0
M
G
Q
&L
ML
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Observer
Vehicle
Point af Ray on OM
Center of Earth
Tangent to Ray OM
Perpendicular to OL
Ray Path

Insofar
as the effects of the lower atmosphere are concerned,
equation (2.5.49) is a good approximation as long as the elevation angle E is
greater than approximately 3 degrees. This has been verified
by ray tracing
calculations
of Bean and Cahoon. Ionospheric effects are generally negligible
for radio frequencies above 1000 mc, compared to lower atmospheric effects.
Correction for a spherical earth in the ionosphere is a second order perturbation.
The following
up to the altitude

derivation is a method for computing the total bendingy(q
h in a stratified
atmosphere over a spherical earth.

Taking the differential
dt

31shq5-t

of equation
fda

(2.5.4.9)

along a ray, one finds

%$$~~CoJ&fb=

0

(2.5.50)

Using simple geometry,

de-

c/P

pTANe

where 8 is the angle subtended at the center of the earth.
can now be written as

Equation (2.5.50)
(2.5.51)

, the angle which the tangent

Thus, v-4

at s makes with the tangent at 0

is given by
(2.5.52)

where r

is the path of the ray.

The following

approximation

is now made

2. To a first approximation,
where the errors are of ordere 2 and 64
the change in the inclination
of the ray to the local vertical
is given by

where PO is the radius

of the earth ( 6

= 6378 km).
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into equation (2.5.52)
Equations (2.5.53) and (2.5.54) are then substituted
and integrated
along the line OM out to r, keeping only terms which are
second order in E and p/c:

(2.5.55)

3 CTN2
where c"-vz-4,
Eaverage value of

is the apparent elevation
angle and z
fZ along the line OM out to the value r:
,b

denotes the

(2.5.56)
The equation

for

the%levation

angle correction

angle can be shown to

be
(2.5.57)
where

d4

i-M=

.5rA,T

r

Since the ray CM and the line bM 3_le close
R
dp S/M%;
e&
SE&
o&

together,

6 E can be written
7

Tdt-=

(2.5.58)

f

where q

is the avegge

value

of y

alon:

as

R

OM.

over OM, the spherical
By averaging equation (2.5.55)
formula for the elevation
angle is obtained.

earth

correction
(2.5.59)

Range errors are also introduced by the refraction
of the electromagnetic
If range is measured by measuring the transit
wave through the atmosphere.
time of a pulse going fromAt
M, then the distance measured will really be
the effective
path length OKM
(2.5.60)
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where V

%

is the group velocity

of a pulse of a carrier

It can be shown that there is a negligible
6 and the straight line OM. thus, integration
be performed along the line OM. Writing

frequency f.

.

difference between the arc
of equation (2.5.60)
may
(2.5.61)

it

is seen that
(2.5.62)

where
(2.5.63)
0

Now, the doppler errors due to refraction
will be considered.
Let the
vehicle at point M, moving with a velocity vector v, transmit a signal
Then the signal which will be received on the ground at 0
exp (2Vj f,t)e
wi.U. be
exp {*Vj -fact - & (-nW dA])
(2.5.64)
(appropriate modifications
must be made for two-way doppler transmissions),
The instantaneous frequency received on the ground will be the time rate
of change in the above expression5 i.e.,

f

%Ca)dA

(2.5.65)

or
(2.5.66)

Thus the observed one-way doppler shift

at fkequency $6

is
(2.5.67)

The first term on the right hand side of the above equation is the usual
doppler shift term. It is pointed out, however, that (1) the index of
refraction
3,
at the vehicle appears in this term and (2) since the direction
of increase of path leimS/&
) is tangent to the ray path, this term
corresponds to a velocity component tangent to the ray and not in the direction
of the straight line OM.
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The primary observable quantities
determined are elevation
angular rate
with positional
coordinates
k and E.

from which vehicle velocity
V is
E and a doppler shift
of
, together
Then
(2.5.68)

where E and g are rotated

from z and 2 by the angle fi

(8=Li\L-sEcEl-f*

,

CWT)

and

Hence, equation (2.5.68)
refraction
considered.

is the doppler

velocity

equation

with

atmospheric

2r5rlr5

Horiaon-InducedM’frac-

A diffraction
pattern
is produced
whenever electromagnetic
radiation
passes through
a narrow slit
or passes near a straight
edge.
Hence,
diffraction
occurs when electromagnetic
radiation
passes close to the
horizon
of a celestial
object
before
arrival
at a sensor,
and produces
an apparent
bending of the radiation
"rays"
near a horizon
"edge".
For most purposes,
the horizon
diffraction
effect
can be evaluated
by applying
the results
of an evaluation
of the Fresnel
diffraction
integrels
describing
diffraction
produced
by a straight
edge.
Assume that
a straight
edge is placed betveen a point
source of light
and a screen,
as shown below;

Point
light
SOupJG ---

The intensity
of the radiation
on the screen may be plotted
as a function
of x, the position
on the screen.
For simplification
of the.presentation,
however,
it is more convenient
to plot intensiq
of the radiation
as a
function
of V, where

where: a,b,
radiation.

and x are
The plot

defined
in
of intensity

the sketch
A = wavelength
of
as a function
of V is presented
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the
below:

Ir?tensS.tg

ratio

c---m

i.0.-

f

-

Intensity
for c5sent
stkaighf
edge
I

It is noted that the radiation
reaches a maximum of nearly 1.5 times
the intensity
that would be measured in the absence of the straight
edge
for the value

V

&
WAS

~NfW51ty

The corresponding

value

of x is:

g"=

1.3

(2.5.70)

.

For a spacecraft

at the distance

b from a planet,

Poirlt

light
source

the angular

error

ef

is thus:

"If the distance'from
the vehicle to the planet (or celestial
body) ik
much less than from the planet to the source of radiation,
then b<<a
and equation (2.5.72)
becomes

e+ = 1.3

v--

2^b
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(2.5.73)

xxamining

the

angular

A=

equation

(2.5.73)

error

at visible

5,000 B = 5 x lo-5

wavelengths,
cm. = 2.69

as an
x lo-lo

example,

n. mi.

becomes

Q*

=

1.51 x 10-5 radians

= 3.720 x 1O-5
v-

e+ =

0.1'54

degrees

b

arc set

F

If

b = 100 n.mi.,

eje=

0.013

arc

set

As the wavelength
increases,
equation
(2.5.73)
indicates
that the diffraction
angle
&increases.
For example,
if the wavelength
we:-? to correspond
to the long wave radio wavelengths,
say
AS 5 x 103
meters,
then
assuningQ=oO
, b=lOO n,mi.the
diffraction
angle
8*
becomes 0.372
degrees.
The conclusion
from these examples is
measurements
in the visible
spectrum,
the
It is also noted that
appear negligible.

may ixitroduce significant
assess horizon diffraction

errors.
effects

that for practical
effects
of horizon

guidance
diffraction

diffraction
at radio frequencies
The equations presented may be used to
throughout the electromagnetic spectrum.
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2.5.2

Inertial

Sensing Errors

The mechanizations
of position
and velocity
computation within an
inertial
navigation
system are subject to several classifications
of errors.
This section presents an analysis of the errors which occur in these
mechanizations.
The sequence of subjects which follows is concerned first
with a derivation
of the general error equations,
followed by a discussion
of the solutions
of the error equations and the characteristics
of the
individual
errors.
2.5.2.1

General Error

Equations

The mechanization
of two forms of inertial
measuring units were
In the presentation
of these mechanizations
presented in Section 2.3.2.
it was convenient to carry out the computations in a non-rotating
inertial
In the derivation
in this section it is mOre enlightening
reference frame.
coordinates.
to write the equations in lllocal" vertical
The fact that the navigation
computations may be carried out in
a number of different
coordinate
frames should cause no conceptual difficulty,
since all of the computations amount to the same solution
of the equations
That this must be true is guaranteed by the uniqueness of the
of motion.
solution
of the equations for the position
vector R (t), when the initial
conditions
g (0) and V_ (0) and the accelerometer
signals A (t) are given.
Consider a vehicle with a position
vector I& (t) and a velocity
define an inertial
orthogonal coordinate frame
v, (t>.
Let.8'$p,'gy,'sz
located with Its origin at the earth center (assumed to be inertially
fixed
define an instantaneous
local
in this derivation)
and letz&,a+,&
Let theZci:
vertical
frame with its origin located at the earth center.
be oriented
vector be oriented upward along the local vertical,
and letZs,
always contains the vehicle velocity
vector
such that the plane'~x,x~t
The
sketch
below
illustrates
this
geometry.
v,
(t>.
-
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Let the position
and velocity
vectors of the vehicle,
as determined by a
perfect
error-free
inertial
navigation
system, be denoted F?. (t), V, (t),
and let the acceleration
as measured by perfect
error-freeaccelerZieters
be denoted Ac, (t).
Then:

(2.5.74)
An actual inertial
navigation
system is now assumed in which the error
corrupted computed position
and velocity
vectors are E (t) and V_ (t), and for
yield
signals A (t).
Then the equation
which the error corrupted accelerometers
._
describfig
the actual navigation
computations is:

(2.5.75)

Now let

the position

and accelerometer

errors

be denoted

bR, i.e.,

L\A and

(2.5.76)

(2.5.77)
Subtracting
Equations

Equation

(2.5.74)

from (2.5.7's),

and substituting

in

(2.5.76) and (2.5.77) yields:

(2.5.78).

Note that

the definition

of fi

is unambiguous and is d&sl.
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Equation

(2.5.78)

may be re-written

AA =

a

small

unity

&

as:

-t

cF

(2.5.79)

If only very small deviations
of position
R (t) from R. (t) exist,
is very nearly unity.
This approximat:on
cannot be made in
Rf
7 30 1 however, since this expression represents
I q%
difference
of two large quantities.
An approximation
of the magnitude of the variation
may be derived as'follows:

of %

3

from

Ro

where

(2.5.81)
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[AR1 G( Ro.
an approximation
to Equation

Since for

(2.5.81)

X44
is:

I

,

(2.5.82)

Substituting

Equation

(2.5.82)

into

Equation

(2.5.79)

yields:

or

(2.5.83)

Now, for

small

deviations

A> about 5,

(2.5.84)

Also,

as can be confirmed

by expansion,

(2.5.85)
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where

Thus, substitution

of (2.5.84),

and (2.5.85)

into

(2.5.83)

yields

(2.5.86)

where I is the identity

matrix

100
I I
o \ o

.

001

From Equation (2.5.80),

At this

point the first

A-3 =

A-If
-

and second time derivatives

+ -cl x &!3
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of (2.5:87)

are formed.
(23.88)

(2.5.90)

and where JL
frame (2) zh

is the angular velocity
respect to the inertial

of the local
frame (1).

vertical

coordinate

The general error equations describing inertial
system errors are
given by Equations ('2.5.86), (2.5.89), and'(2.5.90);
and are assembled here for convenience of reference:
General Error Equations

(2.5.9La)

(2.5.91b)

(2.5.91~)

(2.5.9ld)

(2.5.91e)
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2.5.2.2

Suecial. Solutions

of the Error Equations

Equation (2.5.91) is too general to indicate the predominant characteristics of the errors in an inertial
navigation system. Thus, consider a more
restrictive
case. In most circumstances, the angular velocity of the local vertical
coordinate frame is dominated by its fl, term. Therefore, the indicated cross
yields
product multiplications
with the assumption that
Q
sr. n %-Y
for Equation (2.5.91a)

Some additional
simplifications
to Equation (2,5,91) result from the
reference frame has been defined as having its
fact 'that the local vertical
t_ axis along the radius vector.
Hence, R, has the form:

R = 02SX
-0

(2.5.93)
!

The matrix term

-

3
R:

(Eo

K)

0
00
00I[=boo1
can thus be written:

0

0

(2.5.94)

b R”,
Therefore,

substitution

of Equation (2.5,94)
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into

0

Equation

c3

3

(2,5,91a)

yields:

Substituting
simultaneous

Equation (2.5.92)
equations:

‘I

0

0’

0

I

0

0

0

-2

into

Equation

1
(2.5.95)

&
now

yields

(2.5.95)

the three

(2.5.96)

This set of equations is perhaps the most important
set of equations in
Note that these equations are in general coupled linear
inertial
navigation.
differential
equations having time varying coefficients.
The time variation
is
local Schuler frequency <w2)
caused by two parameters,&
and fi
. (Since,the
it is a function
of the vehicle's
true radius from the inverse
is
(we
)
gravitational
fkce
field.)
The approximation
of U, as a constant is quite
reference frames (pre-launch),
accurate,
of course, for earth fixed inertial
and systems whose trajectories
are circular
systems cruising
at constant altitude,
The approximation
is usually sufficiently
accurate for
or near circular
orbits.
by the fact that
analyses of a great many more missions,
however, as illustrated
the local SchtiLer frequency varies by only 4 percent for a vehicle traveling
from its-launch
pad to a 100 n.mi. circular
orbit.
It will be recalled
that Equation (2.5.96) was derived under the assumption
that the angular velocity
of the local vertical
reference frame could be reprevehicle motion to lie in a non-rotating
plane
sented byIlk
, hence requiring
For constant cruise conditions
(at
containing
the gravitational
mass center.
For many other
constant altitude)
and for circular
orbits,-cl
is a constant.
therefore,
the behavior
situations,
however, fiy is a slowly varying quantity;
of the inertial
navigation
errors deducible from assuming
-CL = Ry2g?(
constant may be expected to display some of the fundamental characteristics
of
pure inertial
navigation.
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inertial

Equation (2.596)
navigation
within

displays perhaps the mosi. 0~&?9ficant
a gravitational
force field.

For the situation
in which the local
a low value of angular velocity,
the Equation
(setting
XL = 0):

a-&

+ w-AU,=

vertical
(2.5.96)

feature

of

coordinate
frame has
assumes the form

AA,
(2.5.9-T)

These equations demonstrate the boundedness of the horizontal
components,
A
Ry
(t),
and
the
instability
of
the
vertical
channel
gq;;
and
considering
the homogeneous solutions
(or those having zero
for&g
fun&ions).
This instability
of the vertical
channel is a fundamental deficiency
of pure inertial
navigation
systems when the vehicle velocity
is less than orbital
velocity,
and is the fundamental reason why the lower
velocity
inertial
navigation
systems (aircraft,
submarine, cruise missiles,
etc.) are augmented with additional
sensors to provide damping and convergence
of the vertical
channel (often pressure transducers
or radar altimeters).
The vertical
errors are seen to be dominated by the term e%Pyr w-k
due to the positive
root of the characteristic
equation for the vertical
channel.
Another situation
of interest
and applicability
the case in which the vehicle is in a circular
orbit,
Equation (2.5.94) then simplifies
to:

is
i.e.,

n

=w.

(2.5.98)

The equation
A Ry (t) again exhibits
the characteristic
of
oscillation
at the local Schuler frequencyw.
The homogeneous solution
to the above equations can be easily found by taking the Laplace transform
of the equations,
using Cramer's rule to uncouple the equations,
and by
taking the inverse Laplace transform to generate the time solution
as:
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From these equations,it
is noted that it is the horizontal
channel (h Rx along the velocity
vector)which
is unstable, while the vertical
b Rz is oscillatory
and the other horizontal
channel
channel
b% is
oscillatory.
The instability
of the tangential
channel in circular
orbital
flight
is thus seen to be a fundamental deficiency
of pure inertial
navigation,
and requires the coupling of the pure inertial
navigation
system with auxiliary
sensors to provide additional
information.
Optical navigation
sightings,
star trackers,
horizon scanners, etc.,have been employed to form suitable
augmented inertial
navigation
systems having the desired characteristics
of
noise and error suppression.
Additional
motivations
for augmenting the pure inertial
navigation
systems result from a consideration
of the way in which noise propagates
through the system.
As will be discussed in the monograph concerned with
filter
theory, the undamped inertial
navigation
channels have the property
that, when subjected to a stationary
zero mean noise, the output of the channels
is nonstationary
noise having an rms value which increases with the square
Thus, even though the accelerometers
and gyros are biased
root of time.
such that their noise characteristics
have zero mean values, the random
component of the errors still
leads to unbounded channel errors.
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2.5.2.3

-Classes of Inertial

System Errors

The analysis and evaluation
of errors represents a major task in
Since many of the most stringent
inertial
navigation
system analysis.
requirements
imposed upon inertial
navigation
systems are accuracy requireof the error characteristics
in inertial
navigation
ments, a discussion
systems is warranted.
A detailed
discussion
of the errors is impossible within the-space
must be focused upon the essential
and
allocated
here; hence, attention
fundamental characteristics
which provide some insight
into the errors
and
References (8.), (9), and (LO) are notable for the simplicity
problem.
thoroughness of the discussions
of the physical
sources of errors and their
and for the derivations
and solutions
of a number of error equations
effects,
describing
practical
inertial
system mechanizations.
Some of the fundamental characteristics
of pure inertial
navigation
It should probably be emphasized again that
systems will now be discussed.
in practice
the pure inertial
navigation
system is often augmented with
additional
sensing devices to provide stability
and reduce the effects
of
Nevertheless,
the pure inertial
navigation
system
errors in the system.
has been selected as the means for discussing navigation
system errors,
since it is of considerable
interest
in its own right,
and since the
approach to an evaluation
of the error effects may be applied to any particular
situation.
The computation of position
is represented in the sketch below:

and velocity

A (t
Son
Acceleration

where

K=k=w2
R3

s
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in a pure inertial

system

G_), and the
A (t) represents the %ensedl' acceleration
(&
three different
classes of errors.
symbols El, E2, and E3 identify
El represents
an error in the indicated
or sensed acceleration
(E - C_) a% may be constant (a bias) or may be a function
of time.
E2 represents
a component of error in vehicle velocity
and may be
constant,in
which case it amounts to an error in the initial
velocity
V_ (o),
Note that the error E2 must be
or it may vary as a function
of time.
summed with the integrated
effects
of errors El
- and 3 to derive an expression
for the total velocity
error.
EJ represents
a component of
constant,
in which case it amounts to
or it may vary as a function
of time.
with the integrated
effects
of El
- and
total position
error.

error in vehicle position
and may be
an error in the initial
position
3 (o),
Note that the error 3 must be summed
E2
- to derive an expression for the

The reader is cautioned against concluding from this block
diagram that the effects
of all constant errors produce sinusoidal
oscillations
of the navigation
loop,since
the "feedback gain" k representing
the gravity
computation varies with altitude
errors.
It is this variation
of k with
altitude
errors which drives the vertical
channel and tangential
channel
unstable in the low velocity
and orbital
velocity
situations(derived
and
discussed in the previous section).
The effects
of each of these errors can be evaluated
the equations (2.5.96)derived
in the previous section.

by applying

Although these general equations are readily
solvable through the
Laplace transform techniques,
the simple case forA=
0 is solvable almost
by inspection.
For this case, Equations(2.5.96)
reduce to those given in
Equations(2.5.97j.
The solutions
to these equations,
assuming -/IA,,
nAy,
and d A, to be constants,
are:
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I

If the vector components of the error vectors E,. are denoted E&s Elys
coordinate frame (simil~ly
for E and E ), and
and EI in a local vertical
2
2
if all'are
assumed small, then Equation (2.5.100) may be written:

(2.5.101)

Several interesting
features of Equations (2.5.101) merit attention.
Position
and acceleration
errors may be made to cancel their effects
in the horizontal
A R,(o)
= a AX&2
channels provided
and A Ry(o) = AAylw2.
This effect
suggests a technique for the initial
alignment of platforms
to eliminate
the
error propagation
of leveling
errors,
All errors in the horizontal
channels
lead to oscillatory
errors.
Errors in the vertical
channel lead to an
unbounded altitude
error.
A similar
analysis procedure can be used to evaluate
errors for fi#
0, The reader interested
in more details
of vertical
and
horizontal
channel errors is referred
to References (81, (9), and (10).
The individual
errors that contribute
to errors EI, E2, EJ, and AA
in the above sketch are produced by initial
position
and velocity
errors,
and errors in the inertial
sensors themselves.
The way in which the sensor
errors contribute
to these errors depends upon the mechanization
of the
inertial
navigation
system and the techniques used for initially
aligning
Such detailed
considerations
are discussed in References (8), (9), and
it.
(10)

l
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Some of the more important sensor errors which must be evaluated
deriving expressions for the system errors are:

in

Accelerometer bias errors.
Accelerometer scale-factor
errors.
Accelerometer non-linearity
errors.
:: Misalignment error between the nominal inertial
axis and the
body axis of the accelerometer system.
Fixed gyro drift.
2: Gyro drift that is proportional
to acceleration
forces along
input axis, acting on mass unbalance along the spin reference
axis.
to the acceleration
7* Gyro drift errors that are proportional
forces along the spin reference axis, acting on the mass unbalance along input axis.
to acceleration
forces
0. Gyro drift errors that are proportional
along the spin reference axis acting on mass unbalance along
output axis.
of the physical
9. Gyro drift errors resulting from an isoelasticity
structure of the gyro.
10. Fixed gyro drift errors.
11. Misalignment error between the inertial
reference axis and the
input axis of the body mounted gyros.
error sources due to the initial
uncertainty in position
12. Initial
and velocity of the vehicle.
1.

2.

Although deterministic
error effects have been discussed in this
section, a discussion of the techniques for conducting a statistical
evaluation
of errors is considered beyond the scope of this work. Reference (10) and
the references listed from the technical literature
provide an introduction
to these techniques.
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2.6

STATE DETERMINATION
~~~~ _~ FROMEVENLY DETERMINEDDATA

The process of determining
the n state vector components from n pieces
of independent data is called state determination
from evenly determined
data, as contrasted
with the process of determining
the n state vector
components from a set of redundant data in which smoothing and averaging
techniques are used to remove some of the uncertainty
from the data.
If perfect measurements could be taken, and if there were no uncertainties
in the physical constants,
etc., and if all external forces acting upon
vehicles
could be accounted for, and if the complex equations of motion
could be solved by even on-board vehicle computers, there would be no need
to make more than six independent navigation
measurements to determine a
The fact
vehicle's
motion, since motion would be completely predictable.
that measurements, miscellaneous
forces, physical
constants,
etc., are
subject to uncertainties,
and the fact that computers suffer such limitations
of speed, truncation
errors,
etc., demands that some redundancy in the
information
concerning a vehicle's
position
and velocity
be available
so that
effects
of errors may be averaged out, filtered,
smoothed, etc.
The filtering
theory useful for this filtering
and smoothinP of navigation
observations
will
be presented in a subsequent monograph. Even though measurements, physical
constants,
etc., are subject to uncertainties,
often an excellent
value
of vehicle position
or of vehicle position
and velocity
may be determined
by using evenly determined measurement data.
Certainly
a first
step in an
evaluation
of the number of measurements required to attain a desired accuracy
is to evaluate the accuracy of those techniques which require no filtering
or smoothing of data or results,
i.e.,
those measurements which constitute
an evenly determined set of data.
In the following
sections,
the two basic techniques of deterministic
navigation
are presented, namely, determination
of a vehicle's
position
by
using data from three independent simultaneous measurements, and the determination of a vehicle's
position
and velocity
by using data from six independent
measurements.

2.6.1

Simultaneous
Measurements
----_-_---._.-~

In Section 2.4 it was shown that any single measurement can contribute
a limited
amount of information
in determining
the position
deviation
vector
The
resulting
expressions
showed
that
the
measurement
deviation
$3
The
corresponds to finding a component of %s in a particular
direction.
direction
is determined by the geometry of the measurement and is specified
by the equation relating
S+ and $s . In order to determine $B uniquely,
it is obvious that at least three independent such measurements must be
Three measurements are considered independent if the components of
taken.
SE which they determine are non-colinear
and non-coplanar.
In the following
section the techniques for computing vehicle position
from practical
combinations of three independent measurements are presented.
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2.6.1.1

Planet-Star,

Planet-Star,

Planet-Diameter

Measurement

The techniques discussed in Section 2.4 may be Applied to the
determination
of position
given three simultaneous independent measurements.
Consider the following
sketch:

Star
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1'21t

'

Inthis

case

(2.6.1)

64,
Expressed in matrix

= Dn,

-6~

2" coSCA/2)
these equations

form,

are

(2.6.2)

Remembering that the 7 vectors are perpendicular
to the planet
direction,
the X axis-is
now chosen such that it is in the g,
direction.
Similarly
the Z axis is chosen to be positive
in the 7& direction.
If 34
8 about +Z, the unit vectors
-7, ,zL
and
differs
f&m y, by a rotation
y3 may be written
in terms of the unit vectors
31

=A

7
-2

= cos 81

3

=

t

SIrJet

(2.6.3)

3

relations.
Using these
components Equation (2.6.2)
-1
7

it is seen that
becomes
0

in terms of rectangular

Cartesian

0

(2.6.4)
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where

L

J

and
I

0

t
cos ‘3
7z-

SIti

8
2

0
:

In order to evaluate (El
it is necessary to first
(H-y.
srated

the magnitude of the position
and (H-')7
.
iompute /-/-I

deviation

error,

Any one of a number of methods can be used to evaluate
H"
The reader is referred
to any matrix algebra book. The rzults
below.
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and
are

i-1

t
I

=

-z

0

COT 0

0

FCSC

0

8

0

g

0

(2.6.5)

co5

$-

D

t
()
I

-t

I

0

CO78

T

/+-’
-

=

o

0

z

csc

0

0
EZCOS

0

D
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g

I

2.6.1.2

Planet-Star,

Planet-Star,

Sun-Star

Measurement

The geometry of this measurement is similar
to the nlanet-star,
planet-star,
planet diameter measurement in that the 17, andz2 vectors have
the same meaning and orientation.
The planet diameter measurement is replaced
by a measurement of the angle between a third star and the sun. This
measurement determines the component of Sg in a direction
which is perpendicular
to the direction
to the sun from the vehicle.
This direction
is represented
by unit vector -2 and is shown in the following
sketch.

To
Star "2"

To

Star "1"
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Using the relations
determined earlier,

for planet-star
the deviation

and sun-star measurements that
equations are obtained.

were

(2.6.6)

where Z is the distance from the spacecraft
to the planet and R is the distance from the spacecraft
to the sun. In matrix form these equations may
be written
as:

0

0

-+

0

0

Just as in previous

work,

(2.6.7)

-a

the X axis may be chosen in the direction

of 'I*
Now
-77,

=

"

coseL

-

and
-%

=

c
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SlN0j

(2.6.8)

Using the angles 6
and ?$
defined in the sketch,the
be similarly
expressed in terms of' rectangular
cartesian
3

The equations

= cos p cos 2/ f
for

&and

sA, = gza
z

-I- SWB C& 53

C2.6.7)

-14

~7~ uay

(2.6.9)

Sfi3 now become

= case
Slhl 8 - sg
I_-L I-s_R + ----a
z
cos B cos a,.sR
R
-

Now Equation

-I- SIAIJ

unit vector
coordinates.

(2.6.10)

(2.6.11)

becomes

(2.63)

which is now in the form of

(2.6.13)

where
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and where H-' is
0

ZCSC6

0
0

(2.6.U)

I
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2.6.1.3

Planet-Star,

Planet-Star,

Sun-Planet

Measurement

The analysis of the planet-star,
planet-star,
sun-planet measurement
is basically
the same as the previous two except for the fact that the nature
of the measurements are such that the components of the position
deviation
vector are originally
found in terms of a linearly
dependent set of base
vectors,
T > fi 1 fis , q4+
- The geometry of this measurement is shown
below:

RPlanet
1z

To Star

Irl"
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After the base vectors are expressed in terms of a linearly
independent
set of base vectors,
2, J, and ,k, the analysis is very similar
to the previously
discussed cases.
Therefore,
only a brief outline
of the analysis
will be given.
The standard

equations

for the measurements are

(2.6.15)

From the sketch

it

is seen that

312

=

33 =
374

UsSng these relations,

cos

e

-*

A-

SIN

-

+

COS.@~

ej

(2.6.16)

SlFI(33 -

@.J
a-*&
= -co3ir*co5@A -co!3Lf*s/A’
- -l-SlrJ

Equations

(2.6~15)

become

+ s-j-sift
z -

(2.6.17)
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or

The matrix

H-’

-

involved

in equation

can be determined
e
____

(2.6.18)

is

E

.

to be
---y---

-tc0l-Q

I

0

I

zcsc 8

I

In section 2.8.2.3 this matrix
In the analysis,
the
magnitude,
Letting
hi; be the elements of
to

is used to evaluate th: Fverage of the error
of [!! 3 [H-'1
are needed.
the diagonal terms are equal

(2.6.20)
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2.6.1.4

Rad

In a manner similar
to the optical
means of state deviation
previously discussed,
radio techniques may also be employed.
Usually in radio
measurements the observer is at some radar station
and is observing some
If, when tracking
a vehicle,
slight
point in the atmosphere or in space.
deviations
from the nominal trajectory
occur, the small deviations
measured
on the ground radar, such as angular deviations
from nominal azimuth, can
be used to calculate
the state vector deviation
as follows:
Assume a
topodetic
or radar AZ - EL coordinate
system erected at some site on the
earth as illustrated
below:
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Any position
vector can be represented in spherical
polar form by specifying
its radar range R, an azimuth angle A, and an elevation
angle E. Alternately,
the same vector may be expressed in rectangular
Cartesian coordinate as
follows:

I?=

A small position
polar coordinate

P

(2.6.21)

deviation
deviations

in the position
by

vector

may be related

to spherical

(2.6.22)

The terms in Equation

(2.6.22)

may be evaluated

as follows:

(2.6.23)

(2.6.24)

at

caSE

= R

WI
i

SIN A

cosE

(2.6.25)

C03A
0

Note that

a* c 1
s
I I

(2.6.26)
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a
=
IQ
aE
I I
a3
I aA

I -

fl cos

(2.6.27)

E
(2.6.28)

=

In order to evaluate St?,
can be used as follows:

the scalar

product

of

s$ +$/i&E
sr=
Expressed

Similarly,

COSE coo8

COSEMA

SE and &A can be evaluated.
(2.6.22)

(2.6.29)

bB
a

and Equation

+&

yields
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(2.622)

(2.6.29)

a_R
= --S&
-3 R

(2.6.30)

in terms of column and row vectors,

SR =[-

Equation

3s sa
=‘-

0

Equation

(2.63)

becomes

SlrJ E

The scalar

(2.6.31)

product

of- "

aE

and

(2.6.32)

SO

Hence

SE
=f c

sr,.,E cot A

The scalar product of bB
aA

-S/NE s/u/A

and Equation (2.6.22)

(~~6.34)

yields

(2.6.36)

SO

(2.6.37)

Combining Equations (2.6.31),
(2.6.34),
the position and measurement deviated
&kvation measurement is obtained,

and (2.6.37)
the final sqixation relating
from nominal for the radar range, asimuth
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sr

-cc&E cos A

CDS E SIN A

SIN E

s/u E cos A

_ SIN E: SIN A

cos E
_L_

SE =
IISA
Equation

ces

R cos E

A

R CO8 E

(2.6.3f3)

0

sg=kJ-SE

position

may be calculated

2

2.6.2

r

R

is now in the form of the general position

(2.6.38)

Hence, vehicle

d
SIN A

Sequential

-/-I-’

deviation

.equation
(2.6.39)

from:

(2.6.40)

Measurements

The previous section considered the determination of position from
three simultaneous measurements. The determination of position from a
sequence of measurements is a more difficult
navigation problem. The
general technique which is utilized
in solution of this problem is to first
assume that vehicle motion is sufficiently
near a reference trajectory
so that
linear perturbation
theory may be applied to the solution of the problem.
Since terminology and trajectory
mechanics complexities may delay the
understanding of the‘basically
simple concepts involved, a simple navigation
example is presented in Section 2.6.2.1to
introduce the terminology and
technique before the general technique is developed in Sections 2.6.2.2
and
2.6.2.3.
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2.6.2.1

A Simple Emmule of a Navination

Problem

A simple
sample problem has been prepared
to illustrate
the
and to serve as a vehicle
for improving
the degree of appreciation
the more precise
model.
Consider
the planar
analysis
motion.
Assume that the navigation
or estimate
the vehicle's
position
1.

The equations
trajectory

describing

2.

The position

3.

Successive
measurements
and the times at which

of

procedure
for

of a spacecraft
in uniform
rectilinear
problem in this
example is to compute
and velocity,
knowing only:
the

the minor

motion

planet

from

on a nominal

(or

ephemeris

tables

of the angle 8 on the
each of the.messurements

actual
were

"reference")

trajectory,
made

-1

lP

The nominal or reference

tr~ectwy

in this

example is assumed to be:
(2.6~)

Since

SF and c

2

are

nonrotating

unit

vectors,
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the

nominal

velocity

is

(2.6.42)

The nominal
position
(D, 0).
Hence, from

of the

massless

the skddi

minor

planet

is

assumed

to be (x,2)

=

D-r

C

(2.6.43)

iL

(2.6.~)

Differentiating

SE2

8

se e --

4

or

bx +
or

g

x-D
Sf2e

.S?
(2.6.44)

bx
’2SF28
$SEC2Q
I[$2
I
X-D

(2.6.45)

where

(2.6.46)

The basic interpretation
of Equation
(2.6.45)
is that‘if
a point
(x,z)'is
chosen in the plane,
thene
hasa fixed
value;
if small deviations
in
the coordinate
of x and z are now made, a small change in the value of
results,
as given by Equation
(2.6.44)
orJ(2.6.45).
e
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The problem at hand is now the computation of an estimate of g (t)
which satisfies
the observations.
This step requires consideration of the
general equations of motion

where

are

are the actual
initial
x , 2
actuOa1 Gelocity
components.

coordinates,

and where

Vx and V

z

Define
sx,

="

a*,

2

s vx

e

initial

X position

error

~/-%now

initial

Z position

error

vx - V&

X velocity

error

Z velocity

error

x,-

XOWOM

(2.6.48)

The numerical
equations

values

for

the nominal

trajectory

parameters

are

given

by

(2.6.49)

V*-7 =L

2 0 mry =5
.Combining

Equations

(2.6.41),

(2.6.42),

(2,6.47),

(2.6.48),

and (2.6.49)

(2.6.50)
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yield8

or

I

0

-t

0

0

I

0

t

0

0

I

0

0

0

0

I

=

nomenclature,

Using state
vector
vector,
then
%Wi

where 5 (t)

is

defined

(2.6.51)

as the

state

65yM
g*
[1

=

Equation

(2.6.51)

ca.n thus

(2.6.52)

be rewritten:

(2.6.53)
wHere

.
f

0

0

t

I

0

0

I

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

I

dqt,*oj =
0

D1
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The matrix
Equation
(2.6.45

the

(t,t,>
is, of course,
may De rewritten:

state

transition

matrix.

where

Hence,

for

measurements

&e(t,b

Se&t.

. . . at times

tl,

t2 etc.,

(2.6.55)
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etc.,
tions
from

In these equations,
the values
of X (tl
), Z (t,),
X (t,),
Z(t ),
may be computed along the reference
trajectory,
provided
the ii eviaHence,
and 63(*]
from the reference
trajectory
are Small.
5 xw
Equation
(2.6.41),

etc.

provide

a series
of simultaneous
equations,
Equations
(2.6.55)
thus
To solve
each is a relationshi?(angle
and deviation)at
different
times.
these equations
requires
that bx(e), 63(t),
&V,(t) , s V,(t\bk
expressed
in terms .of SX,
, s2, , SyX, , and SV, .
0
Substituting

Equation

(2.6.51)

into
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Equation

(2,6,.55)yields

where

~.I-,? similarly
IF four

for

t

etc.
2' t3,

such mensuremen:.s

are made, Equations

(2.6.56)

ply be wi.tten

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Since the measurements yield the angular values ofe(-C,) , e(-t,)
q$),
e(-+) , and since the nominal values e,(‘,)
e",(f)
, 8 (q)are known for the reference trajectky,
S&,\s
sNs(-t2) B be&,)
, Se(q)
, =Y be computed from:
se (t ;) = at;,

- G&t;)
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NOW

(2.6.57)

,

and since values
of x(t ), z(t ), x(t ), z(t ), etc.,
along the reference
by'simply
reading
in the values
trajectory
may be looke a up or'determ?ned
, SQ,
in
oft
t...
every term except
bh
, s*a
, bVj&
Equn 4 ion'(2.6.5;)
is known.
Hence, the inverse of the J+x J+matrix may be
obtained
to yield
the solutions
for these four unknown quantities.
These equations
are best written
in shorthand
form following
the
previously
defined
state
vector
approach,
i.e.,
using the definitions
of
and (2.6.54),
Equation
(2.6.56)
in Equations
(2.6.53)
B(t) and $b (t, to),
becomes:

where

Equat iOn (2.6.57

(2.6.59)

where

Hence

(2.6.60)

Thus, the numerical
values of SF, , s%
, SV&
, a&
are determined
for,any
four measurements
SN),
$g(tz),
ke($),
W('$jwhich
are made at
The actual
position
of the spacecraft
is then computed
different
times.
using these values
ofb&,
s*o,
SV,,
Sk& from Equation
(2.6.48)

or

Hence,

using

Equation

(2.6.50)
xc*>

&&th-

=

%x,-u=

5%

(2.6.61)

Since Equation
(2.6.61)
tion problem is solved.

gives

the

position
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at any time

t,

this

simple

naviga-

2.6.2.2

Perturbation

Theory and the State Transition

Matrix

The usual meaning of "state transition
matrix" @ is a 6 x 6 timevarying matrix which relates
the position
and velocity
deviations
of a vehicle
from a reference trajectory
at time tl to the position
and velocity
deviations
Expressing the position
deviations
and velocity
of the vehicle at time t2.
deviations
from a reference trajectory
at time t as S g (t),
61 (t),
respectively,
the general expression relating
deviations
at time t2 to those
of time tl is:

b
3
w
=
#(G,%)
d
v
(tz)
[ 1

Equation
equation,

(2.6.62)

is the general

solution

of a time-varying

linear

(2.6.62)

differential

(2.6.63)

The purpose of this section is to outline
the derivation
of Equation
and to indicate
the assumptions which must be satisfied
for Equation [%:@and,
hence, (2.6.62)
to be valid.
Equation(2.6.62) will be proven in a subsequent

mcmograph.

Consider the general motion of a vehicle under the influence
of an
externally
applied force (excluding
gravity)
E in a central gravitational
If it is assumed that the applied external force E (t), the
force field.
mass of the vehicle m (t>,and the initial
position
and velocity
are known
for all time t, then the position
and velocity
of the vehicle in space is
known for alltimet.
Call this known trajectory
the reference trajectory
and denote its position
and velocity
R. (t), V, (t), and its initial
position
and velocity
by -Ro (o), V.
(0).
Then, from Newton's

second law
(2.6.64)
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where

p

= GM, M = mass of attracting
body,
G = universal
gravitational
constant

Consider now the motion of a vehicle which is acted upon by the
same force F (t), and has the same mass variation
m (t), but differs
from
conditions
are not those of the reference
% 03, vo Tt> in that the initial
%??ajectoF, although they are considered sufficiently
close that linear
The differential
equation for the
approximations
will be assumed valid.
in which the position
and velocity
are reprevehicle on the new trajectory,
sented as g (t) and 1 (t),is:

(2.6.65)
(2.6.6k)

Subtracting

from (2.6.65)

yields:

(2.6.66)

or,

defining:

(2.6.67)

equation

(2.6.66)

may be written:

(2.6.68)

Equation (2.6.68) is seen to be identical
with Equation (2.5.78)
of Section
2.5.2.1 if dA is set equal to zero.
If the same approximations
are carried
out as indized
in Section 2.5.2.1,
an equation similar
to Equation (2.5.86),
Section 2.5.2.1 results,
except that ~3A = 0; hence,

(2.6.69)
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Theterm
by term expansion

Hence, Equation

can be shown by a term

A
$-p3 em]
F: c
to be equal t"o 2
aii

(.2.6.69)

, where G_=-E

u'

3,

and where

may be written:
AK-

s

-

aG

(2.6.70)

PR_

SE
Letting

Equations

A.5

gddt(A!3)

(2.6.70)

=h A&

and (2.6.71)
$R-

or
=

and Ai!

CFUI

be written:

=

AU
__

= &(A&,

z
0
-[36
3B1

(2.6.71)

(2.6.72)

0

Q.E.D.

The legitimate
use of the state transition
matrix is thus dependent upon
motion being close to a reference trajectory,
and must be such that the same
acceleration)
must act upon
( excluding gravitational
acceleration
*&iz)
the vehicle on its perturbed trajectory
as on its reference trajectory.
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2.6.2.3

General Solution to the Navigational
Measurement Data

Prqblem with

Let a set of six measurements,

at varying

taken

Sequential
times,

be given

as:

(2.6073)
where

CI,(tj)

Since motion near a reference

1

=

F-'i, Fj)
$ f e $1 )-I; @J)
[
trajectory
is assumed, it is valid to write:

6

#(

tj

B be defined

Bi

Then Equation

(tj)

(2.6.74)

>t,)
[

Let a matrix

R_@oJ

6 v CL)

I

as:

H;t(ejJ

=

Hia

0

0 0 (2.6075)
I

(2.6.73) may be vhtten:
(2.6.76)

Substituting

(2.6.74) into

(2.6.76) yields:

(2.6.77)
Define

the matrix

Di (tj)

=

as:
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Then Equation (2.6.77)
at times 1,2,3,4,5,6

may be written

for

anY six i's

and j's,

(ti)

are independent

and the matrix

can be inverted,
the solution
time to can be found, i.e.,

for the position

and velocity

If

all

measurements 5 qi

i = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6

Pa
-1
1
%J

deviations

1

Knowing the initial
knowing the position

deviations

at time to,

and velocity

S!VLJ
c&y(toJ
1

at any time t,

it

is assumed that

$ (t,

to)

as indicated

is known or computable.
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(2.6.80)

is equivalent

(2.6.74),

since

at

from Equation

to

2.7

SENSORREQUIRE?4ENTS
IMPOSEDUPONA VEHICLE

Although it is undesirable
to constrain
vehicle performance and design
the imposition
of constraints
upon
because of navigation
sensor limitations,
a vehicle is often mandatory to guarantee successful
deployment of the
navigation
sensors.
Unfortunately,
the technical
literature
dealing with this subject in
general terms is sparse, possibly because the constraints
and limitations
themselves are such individual
functions
of the vehicle and sensor of
interest.
Even though a comprehensive
constraints
is impractical
here,
work for classifying,
analyzing,
situation.

listing
of all
it is possible
and evaluating

of the sensor imposed vehicle
to indicate
a general framethe constraints
in any given

Three sources of navigation
sensor limitations
which may impose constraints
Examples are included
upon a vehicle are presented in the following
sections.
to illustrate
some of the more usual sensor imposed vehicle constraints.
2.7.1

Sensor Input

and Output

Static

and Dynamic Limitations

Frequently 8 aavigation sensor may become demaged or destroyed if its
input or output quantity varies beyond the sensor design limits.
In addition,
even in situations
in which no damage is done to the instruments, when such
instruments art? over-driven by too vigorous a variation
of its input variables
other detrimental system effects may be associated with sensor saturation,
such as the system stability
margin may be decreased to the point where
the system can become unstable, or the system can lose accuracy.
This situation
exists for all three basic types of sensors which have been discussed in previous sections of the monograph. For -example, in inertial
navigation systems,
excessive torques Imposed upon any inertial
platform produced by torquing the
platform gimbals to follow the vehicle motion can cause a loss of attitude
reference accuracy, or can cause a complete tumbling of the platform.
Additional problems with inertial
platforms are associated with the three-gimbal
configuration.
The three gimbal configuration
requires that vehicle attitude
must be constrained such that the middle gimbal variations
stay within
aPProximatelY + 70o of attitude change. This limitation
must be imposed to
preclude gimbal lock as discussed in section 2.3.2.1.
Other constraints which must be imposed upon vehicles uaused by
inertial
sensors are those associated with rate gyroscopes and integrating
rate gyroscopes in strap-down applications,
and the different
forms of
accelerometers.
All of these instruments may be saturated by excessively
violent vehicle motion, and in many ca8es this saturation produces uncorrectable inertial
navigation errors.
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Other sensor induced vehicle constraints
may be associated with radar
The necessity
of pointing
these sensors, which
sensors and star trackers.
have a narrow beam width, requires vehicle attitude
to be controlled
within
relatively
narrow limits
to preclude loss of signal.
2.7.2

Environmental

Requirements

These limitations
must be imposed upon a vehicle to guarantee compatibility
of the sensor with its physical
environment.
The physical
environment
referred to here includes the temperature,
pressure, vibration
characteristics,
supply voltages,
input and output impedance matching requirements,
etc.,
associated with the desired location
of the sensor within the vehicle.
Details
describing
the specific
factors discussed here are strictly
dependent
upon the hardware characteristics
of both the vehicle and the sensor; and,
hence, are usually not considered in detail until the design of both are
reasonably well defined in a development program.
2.7.3

Operational

Mtations

These limitations
reflect
requirements of other hardware and functional
elements which operate within the navigation
sensor loop.
These other
functional
elements may include ancillary
equipments as well as functions
associated with man-in-the-loop.
A notable example of vehicle constraints
being imposed through operational
requirements is associated with the manual
operation of space sextants and telescopes.
For example, consider an
astronaut
in a spacecraft
in an earth orbital
environment or cis-lunar
environment.
Accurate measurements from the manually controlled
sextant
require that maximum vehicle angular rate be stringently
controlled
to low
values; in the case of the Apollo vehicle,
the vehicle rate must be constrained
to 1.2 arc-minutes
per second.
Other examples include constraints
due to
landmark tracking
using telescopes,
etc.
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2.8

CRITERIA FOR SELECTING OBSERVABLESTO BE MEASDRED

Discussed in this section will be those factors which influence
the
The first
part of the
selection
of navigation
observables to be measured.
discussion
presented in 2.8.1 concerns itself
with the more realistic
techniques which must actually
be employed in a realistic
situation
to select
Section 2.8.2 presents a discussion
of more
the best navigation
observables.
limited
applicability
of the special techniques which may be used to optimize
the selection
of optimum geometrical
relationships
between celestial
objects
to minimize state vector estimation
errors for a evenly determined data
set.
2.8.1

General Criteria

The most realistic
criteria
which apply to the general problem of
selecting
observables to be measured is the iterative
technique carried out
to minimize or maximize the important parameters associated with any specific
mission.
For example, in selecting
observables in an earth orbitalmission,
the basic mission requirements
of, say, landing a vehicle within a small
recovery area may require extremely precise position
and velocity
information on board the vehicle at the time of the retro-firing.
In this situation,
the navigation
observables selected should be such that errors in position
In this type of problem a
and velocity
at this time are minimized.
number of variables
affect the total accuracy obtainable,
namely, such factors
as variation
in the navigation
sighting
schedule, instrumentation
characteristics,
operational
environment (rapidity
of angular motion of the vehicle),
A simple approach to specification
of the selection
criteria
for this
etc.
case is to specify that the navigation
observables selected for implementation
should provide a minimization
of the position
and velocity
error at the
retro-firing
point.
The problem with this definition
of a criteria
is that it does not go
far enough in suggesting the technique of applying the criteria
for making
A more practical
definition
of appropriate
techniques
the.selection
itself.
for selecting
observables is outlined
in the sketch shown below.
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Choose Observables4

Choose Sensors 4

Choose Deployment Techniques
(Navigation
Sighting Schedules,
Filtering
Techniques, Mechanization
Techniques)
I
Evaluate

System Accuracy

Determine Satisfaction
of
System Requirements and
Degree of Optimization

More Iterations
I
No
1
Optimized
Defined

Required?
I
Yes
I --

I

System

The sketch represents an iterative
procedure in which observables are
deployment techniques are chosen, followed
chosen, the sensors are chosen,
If the system accuracy is unby an evaluation
of the system accuracy.
variations
of the deployment technique,
a
satisfactory
or non-optimized,
or a different
choice of navigadifferent
choice of navigation
observables,
tion sensors may be made. It is only by repeated iterations
through these
loops that one is assured of having reached a somewhat optimized selection
of the navigation
observables,
navigation
sensors, and the deployment
Hence, the criteria
for selecting
navigation
observables
technique itself.
is that set of observables which in some sense optimizes the entire navigaThat the optimization
of the selection
of observable3 cannot
tion loop.
be made without considering
the optimization
of the entire navigation
process
is characteristic
of the application
of the methods of system engineering,
in which criteria
for excellence of the performance of sub-system elements
becomes subordinate to the excellence of the total
system performance.
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2.8.2

Minimization of Position Estimation
Optimal Navigation Measurements

Error for Simultaneous Multiple

Fix

This section will present a method of determining the desirable orientations of measurements to choose such that the magnitude of the position deviaThe result will be applied to several standard
tion error is minimized,
multiple fix combinations of measurements that have been previously described.
General Approach:
Consider a measurement deviation,J8&
, of a multiple
ation measurement, Due to the inherent limited accuracy of
instruments, it can be expected that each measurement is in
K. , Assuming that the correct value of the measurement
the measured quantity can be written as

fix position devithe measurement
error by an amount
deviation was&+,
(2.8.1

Since there are several measurements involved
(2.8.1 > may be written in vector form.
That is

ag

in a multiple

fix,

)

Equation

=d$-+a

(2.8.2)

The uncertainty in the measurements introduce a corresponding uncertainty
in the position deviation vector.
This uncertainty can be expressed by a
between the true position deviation vector and
vector E . The relationship
the com$ted one from the measurements can be expressed as

where d i
&J
c
related

In a
by

= the computed deviation
= actual

deviation

= deviation
previous

error

section,

introduced

by measurement inaccuracies

it was shown that the actual deviations

&+ = ri d-3

are
(2.8.3)

/
:

(2.8.4)

;

or

s;=H_-’
4;

With an evenly determined data set consisting of three independent
for the measured quantities
is
measurements, an unbiased estimate

Using Equations (2.8.2

) and (2.8.3

) it is seen that
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(2.8.5)

.

but

9

=&f-55

,P
by
g =g-'e
This equation graphically
displays the importance of the quality
data in the navigation problem.
so the error

vectors

(2-W)

are related

(2.8.8)
of the

In order to determine the magnitude of g , the square root of/g/*
can be found, where
Gr2= -tg Q- = c&-&-'y_H-'~
(2.8.9)
The "T"
a

C-1)

2.8.2.1

in the above expressions represents
superscript represents the inverse,
Planet-Star,

Planet Star,

the transpose

of a matrix,while

Planet Diameter Measurement Optimization

The method of finding the optimum positions of stars and planets for
multiple fix measurements will now be applied to the planet-star
measurement
being used with the planet diameter measurement, The geometry is shown in the
following sketch.

_ --__-. .----

Using

in order to find
c&r(@-')T_W-'oc

(2.8.9)and

eluytion

(2.6.5)

112=
t’
or

IfI’

Qc7

-t’core

COS20

-P2COS0C070

22

Ifl'yields
(2.8.10)
cws0

cos2e
0

0

(2.8.U)
This matrix may be diagonalized to display the eigenvalues on the principal
diagcnal
I¶owever, since the matrix ia syw
by employing a similarity
transformation.
metric, this transformation
is equivalent to rotating the rectangular Cartesian
'Fhe eigenvalues of the above matrix are:
coordinate aystem 45O about the Z axis.
A, =z~~C0se

z 2ms 0 (case
lg% p,;

d--; +‘I

!

Ccose+core]

+ COT 8 )

0

(2.8.12)

0
&OS

0

(120s 0 - COT-S)

0

0

(2.8.13)

,>.Tbf> 7.:

2nd
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The components used to express S are the values
system that resulted when the matrix of equation
When equation

( 2.8.13

/f I2 = (c-c,')2 p2 cos0
% (cc;p

It

is seen that

> is multiplied

out,

the result

tcose +co7e)f&&*tZ
[t 2 cosp ) z
+I

the above expression

attains

formed by the new coordinate
( 2.8.ll
) was diagonalized.
is

COSeCCOS e-Core>

its

snallest

(2.8.U)

value when 8 = 900.

(2.8.15)

Equation ( 2.8.15 ) can be expressed
ing relation
~

in more meaningful

terms by the follow-

(2.8.16)

(2.8.17)

It seems reasonOne would expect the same results on an intuitive
basis.
able to expect that the error is minimized if the stars arc taken to be in
orthogonal planes which p&s throu&'the
vehicle and-planet center.. This
behavior is due to the fact that each star-planet
measurement determines the
L?S component in its corresponding & vector direction;
hence, the uncertainty
of 6~' due to each measurement is in the direction of _n . If these plane@
containing the rtars are taken Cbe orfhogonsl, the area of uncertainty in
which f can lie in a square is shown below.
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__ - __. _I_.--.----

-.-

. --

.^ .-

e= 9o”

of the star choice is selected,
the
If, however, some other orientation
and the magnitude of the
area of uncertainty
changes to a parallelogram:
could be much
error vector, c , with the same accuracy in the instruments
larger.

It is also apparent from equation ( 2.8.17 ) that the magnitude of the
error in the position
vector increases as the vehicle gets farther
away
from the planet.
This result is also expected.
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2.8.2.2

- Star,

Planet

Planet

- Star,

Sun - Star Measurement

Optimization

The optimum positions
of a planet,
the sun, and stars will now be
derived for the planet-star,
planet-star,
sun-star measurement set.
The expression

forIiI%ay

nolr be found to be

(2.8.18)

where

ht =t 2 COG 0 + z2 COT-?a cos2 0 S/N2 (B-8,
h I2

COT0 cos 8 -22

= -9

hIs=RZ

co7 a’ cos 3

h2p z2
h2s

COS2

= -E

h 3’ =

R

8’

COr2

cos 8

8

COT

8

SIN

$SlN

( B - 8 )

.s/N(&~)

8 f Z 2 co1 2 8 SIN2
cos

COS 2 6’ S/N

/3

cos

@OS2 8
8

h,,

ha = h23
b33

= .R2 co.52

63

At this point in the planet-star,
planet-star,
planet diameter analysis,
It is apparent that this approach is
the above matrix was diagonalized.
not very practical
in this case,since
the algebra involved is prohibitive.
be determined, hoplever,
The optimum selection
of the various angle, q can still
by using the average value of the measurement error variables.
Assuming
that the errors are unbiased, it is reasonable to conclude that the average
Also, if the measurements are
error in any single measurement is zero.
independent of each other, the average of the product of two errors vi11
be zero, i.e.,

(2.8.19)
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This can readily be seen by m
the plot of two independent, unbiased

*
.

tlte &&k&n-g&G&k&
errors.
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&. . *
‘.
I
If a large number of measurements are taken, there will be very nearly
an equal number of points in each quadrant.
When[oc,q2Jarr
is
evaluated,
those points in quadrant I will very nearly cancel those in
quadrant IV.
It should also be apparent that the average value of the
square of each measurement will,
in general, not be zero.
Using average values

for

all

.,.

dC;, equation

(

2.8.18

) becomes
(2.8.2Q)

All

other

Substituting

terms reduce to zero due to equations
the values

of h,,,,, hLZ, and

( 2.8.19

hs3 , equation

).
( 2.8.20

> becomes

(2.8.21)

This is the expression that must be used to determine the optimum orientations of the angles that are measured, i.e.,
A , A , and A . In order to
find the optimum choice for ,9 , the partial
dehivagive of zquation (2.8.21
is taken.
(2.8.22)
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)

Since two of the angle measurements are of the same type,
assumed that

it

may be

Now

(2.8.23)

or

SIN2
A solution

to this

(p-e)=
equation

-SJfd2

#k?=srJv/-aJ9)

(2.824)

is

(2.8.25)
This result is the first
specification
on the orientation
of any of the
) says that the projection
of ?a on the x-y plane
%zk. Equation ( 2.8.25
must bisect that angle formed by 2 ,, and 7Z3in
_
order to minimize the magnitude of the error,']gt
.
Having established
B, the expression forle12Unow
remains a function
r
7
8 and i5'. Equation ( 2.8.25 > now reduces this expression to

=*
i?s a,’av (CO+ +
Cl2
61
2~Os28

2+

R2 cos

z)(/-COS8)

8

es2

of

&@.8.26)

it must be determined how to minimize the above expression when 9i.s
Remembering that p is already specified
as being 0
varied.
the plane
of angle measurement A is nov: rotated about the line from a-l'e spacecraft
of the
to the sun. This rota 5ion changes the angle P and the location
star that is to be chosen as "star 3."
The only appearances of P in
equation ( 2..8.26) are ascoTt F and cos ZT , both of which are minimized
at ZT= 90°. Clearly the largest value that S can achieve from the above
rotation
is that value which occurs when the plane of the sun-star measurement passes through the i5 axis, i.e.,
"star 3" is located such that
it is in the plane determined by the spacecraft,
planet and sun. This plane
is shown below.

Notr,
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planet

It is seen that the value
and the sun, s*, if "star

of S is equal to the angle between the planet

3" is chosen as specified.

The only angle that has ye
the partial
derivative
of
a *SIN

0 ++

COT ’ F * (kos

e&z

cos 2 e
(2.8.27)

Equating

this

expression

to zero,

the optimum choice

cos e, J /f.sIN 3s*
f-SIN a*
The final
to be

expression

for

the minimum error

for

8 is found.

(2.8.28)
magnitude

is now determined

A brief review of the results
at this point would be beneficial.
In order
to choose the best star positions
for a star-planet,
star-planet,
sun-star
measurement, one would first
select a star in the plane of the spacecraft,
the planet and the sun. The angle, A3, between the star and the sun is
now determined and any deviation
from the nominal vehicle position
in the
direction
of 23 (the direction
perpendicular
to the s n) can be determined by an angular deviation,&'&
, Next, the selec 9 ion of the other
two stars requires that the projections
of their lines of sight onto the
plane perpendicular
to z axis (the direction
to the planet) form some angle
8 where

(2.8.30)
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Furthermore,these.projections
of the two stars should be symmetric about
With the selection
of the last two stars,
the plane of the A measurement.
from the
the two planet-sta 2 measurements can be made. Any deviations
nominal values of Al and A2 determine the position
deviation
in the 3,
If all of the above conditions
are met, the
and 7~~ directions.
minimum average error of the magnitude of the position
deviation
vector
cannot be greater than the value of equation (2.8.29).
For convenience,
a sketah of the optimum star locations
for a planet-star,
planet-star,
sun-star measurement is sholm below,

planet
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2.8.2.3

Planet-Star,

Planet-Star,

The optimum positions
derived for the planet-star,
The average of the error

Sun-Planet

of a planet,
planet-star,
magnitude

Measurement

OdAmizatioq

the sun, and stars will now be
sun-planet measurement.

squared is

(2.8.31)

To find the optimum
with respect to @ ,

, the partial

6

derivative

is again

taken

(2.8.32)
The solution
to equation (2.8.32)
is&g.
It should be remembered
that this was the optimum fi for the previous case also.
This is due
to the fact that the A3 measurement, although it is a slightly
different
type of measurement, provides information
in the same plane in both
In this case,the components ofJR are expressed in terms of two
cases.
vectors instead of one vector.
it

When(3= 3 is substituted
becomes

Similarly,

The solution

into

the expression

for

the optimum 8 is found as follows:

to this

equation

is

is written
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a3

Although only three cases havebeen analyzed, it is hoped that the
reader can grasp the general approach one would use in order to find
the minimum average position
vector error magnitude for any useful
The analyses should also demonstrate how
combination of measurements.
to select the celestialbodies
to be used in a multiple
fix in order to
reduce the errors that are introduced
by the inherent inaccuracies
of
the instruments
that are used for the measurements.
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3.0

REXOMMESDED
PROCEDURES

This monograph presents two kinds of material:
(1) A body of facts and useful equations which can be applied
problems related to navigation observations.

to the

(2) A number of analytical
techniques which are effective
in quantif'ying the inter-relationships
of fundamental physical phenomena, sensing errors,
(These techniques can be applied to a
state vector determinations,
etc.
wide cIass of navigation observation problems to extend the theory and generate
new results).
Hence, the recommended procedures f&L1 into two corresponding

categories:

(1) The facts and equations presented herein may be utilized
to:
identify
the physical considerations
involved in radiation and inertial
sensor evaluation and selection,
evaluate the approximate linear relationships
which hold between the vehicle state vector (position and velocity)
for a
class of optical sensors,
evalute the observation errors which affect
evaluate the vehicle state
the outputs of radiation snd,inertial'sensors,
from an evenly determined data set of navigation measurements.
(2) The analytical
techniques presented may be applied to other problems
than those considered herein.
Of particular
importance are the techniques
for developing linear approximations, techniques for noise and error analysis,
techniques for generating results from difficult
non-linear differential
equations by suitably restricting
the non-linear variations,
techniques of
developing observation to state vector relationships,
techniques for generating
solutions of the state vector from simultaneous and sequential observations,
for optimizing the selection of observables, and techniques
techniques
for applying perturbation
theory to transform non-linear to linear differential
equations.
The following two block diagrams present: (1) the recommended procedures
to be fol;lowed in generating the values 6%;
(the deviation of the navigation
ebsembles
from their nominal values) from the associated physical phenomena,
and (2) the recommended procedures to be followed in generating estimates
of position and velocity from the quantities
6%;
.
'These block diagrams are intended to give the reader a perspective of the
material presented in this monograph, and to indicate the interfaces with the
related monographs of this series.
The sections of this monograph which are
related to the various steps of the procedures are indicated in the appropriate
blocks.
The navigation problem commenceswith the measurement of some physical
phenomenon. !&is measurement could be any one of numerous celestial body
measurements that have been mentioned, or a quantity related to the angular
or translationsl
displacement of some inertial
device.
Of course, as in any
measurement process, there are mag sources of inqxuracies.
Before the
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RecommendedProcedures - Determination of Deviation of- .
Navigation Observable from the Measurement of Physical Phenomena

actual value of
pbysiaal. observable
arriving at 8ensor

true value of
physical observable
Seloetion
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Errors

and
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physical

I

\
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(section 2.5
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measurement information reaches the measurement device, it is subjected to
random and systematic errors that prevent the measurement device from correctly
measuring the phenomenon. In addition, the measurement device itself
is
subjected to inaccuracies
due to its limitations
and internal random
As a result, the indicated value of the physical observable
disturbances.
is in error.
It has been the intent of this monograph, in part, to develop
some of the theory that enables a quantitative
treatment of the more important error sources that limit the performance capability
of navigation sensors.
In cases such as range and range-rate measurements, inertialmeasurements, and angular measurements, the quantity that is measured is only an
indirect measurement of the actual navigation observable that is needed. It
then becomes necessary to transform the indicated measurement to the navigation
observable by some physical "1aw.I' Again, there are errors introduced in this
transformation
process because of the limited accuracies of physical constants
that must be used, and any slight imperfections
of the tllaws'l that describe
the phenomenon or its computational mechanization as used in the transformation
process.
Once the measured navigation observable has been determined, it can be
compared to the value of the same observable that would be observed if the
vehicle were exactly on some nominal trajectory.
This can be accomplished by
evaluating the state vector at the time of the measurement, and calculating
the nominal navigation observable using the ephemeris of the bodies used in
the sighting.
The deviation of
in one of two general
determined data; i.e.,
an N dimensional state
2.6.2.1 and. 2.6.2.2.

the navigation observable from nominal can now be used
ways. This monograph discusses the use of evenly
the use of N independent observations to determine
This method is discussed in detail in sections
vector,

The other major method that can be used in order to determine the state
involves the utilization
of redundantly determined data. Although this method
is extensively discussed in the following monograph ("State Determination and/
it will be briefly
discussed here in order
or Estimation,1! SID 65-l200-6),
that it can be related to the material presented in this monograph.
Basically,
the method consists of estimating the new state and navigation
If the estimated
observable deviations that are based on previous deviations.
and actual navigation observable deviations are identical,
the process continues to update itself
simply by the use of the state transition
matrix.
If,
on the other hand, the estimated and actual navigation observables differ in
value, this difference is processed in such a manner as to mx&nize (minimize)
some measure of performance,giving
attention to the accuracy that is expected
from such a vector measurement. As a result, the estimate of the state
The new state deviation vector is then added to the
deviation is defined.
nominal state vector for that particular
time, and the state vector of the
vehicle is thus determined.
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